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Thank you for your interest in our India and Sri Lanka brochure, which also includes the Maldives and Nepal.
We are passionate about this fascinating part of the world, and our expert consultants would be delighted to help you
create the perfect itinerary, tailor-made to your personal requirements.As well as the Kirker brochure, our website
includes much additional information – however, as good as our website and brochures are, speaking to an expert
consultant is certainly the quickest and most efficient way to ensure that your holiday is perfectly matched to your needs.

If you are a discerning traveller with a sense of adventure, but prefer to stay in comfortable, characterful hotels
and enjoy exploring destinations with the help of an expert local guide, a Kirker holiday could be the perfect solution.
For first time visitors, a holiday to India is likely to send your senses into a whirlwind of euphoria – there really is
nowhere else quite like it.And for those of us who decide to head back for a second, third or fourth visit, we have
become smitten by this extraordinary country; bewitched by the warm hospitality offered by its charming people,
intoxicated by the spices and seduced by the brightly coloured silks. India is a land of fascinating culture where each
region has established its own unique style and is proud of its history of extravagant Maharajas, ancient legends and
Moghul warriors.Visitors also seek to explore India’s great game parks, indulge in a little walking in the Himalayan
foothills, and soak up the extraordinary city culture of Delhi and Mumbai and sample the world class luxury hotels
that have been built throughout the country.

Of course our experts delight in creating wonderful itineraries to the Golden Triangle including private guides
to Delhi, the Taj Mahal in Agra and the Amber Fort in Jaipur – former capital of Rajasthan. However, we also feature
holidays to seek the elusive Bengal tiger in Madhya Pradesh, enjoy elegant Colonial tea plantations in Darjeeling and
relax for a few days overlooking the Arabian Sea in Goa or Kerala.

Whenever planning a trip to India or Sri Lanka, however tempting it might be, it is crucial not to pack too
much in, and remember that the best holidays should include a comfortable train journey, the services of an expert local
Kirker guide, the right balance between contemporary luxury and characterful Heritage hotels, as well as a few days in
a stylish city centre property to allow time for shopping in local markets.

In addition to the main regions in northern India, our brochure features some of the more esoteric places in
Kerala and the south where visitors enjoy a slower pace of life; paddy fields and coconut palms combine with delicious
seafood and the unique blend of Christian, Muslim and Hindu cultures. In addition, Sri Lanka offers an appealing
proposition for those who wish to enjoy a week or ten days exploring the Buddhist temples of the north, followed by
the restored tea plantations in the hill country, and a few days of relaxation in a carefully selected boutique hotel
overlooking one of the island’s renowned beaches. Our recommended properties in The Maldives offer outstanding,
world-class hospitality, and are just an hour away by plane.

We also include Bhutan and Nepal with their breathtaking scenery, Amritsar with its Golden Temple and
luxury train the Maharajas’ Express.Whatever your travel plans for 2016 and beyond, we have a passion for India
and Sri Lanka and specialise in taking meticulous care with every holiday that we tailor-make. The Kirker Team of
experts would be delighted to help you create the travel experience of a lifetime. Please call 020 7593 2287 to
speak to an expert, or perhaps arrange an appointment to discuss your personal requirements at our offices located
close to Waterloo station.

We very much look forward to hearing from you soon.

4 WATERLOO COURT • 10 THEED STREET • LONDON SE1 8ST
Tel: 020 7593 2287 • Fax: 020 4593 1461 • india@kirkerholidays.com • www.kirkerholidays.com

FOR DISCERNING TRAVELLERS

Ted Wake
DIRECTOR OF SALES & MARKETING

Andrew Layard
COMMERCIAL & PRODUCT DIRECTOR

ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT TOUR OPERATORS – OUTSTANDING SERVICE AWARD 2011, 2012 & 2014

ADVANTAGE INDEPENDENT TRAVEL AGENTS – BEST SPECIALIST TOUR OPERATOR 2012 & 2013
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Jaisalmer

Although distances can look quite short they may take some time to cover due
to local road conditions. Driving times in the Indian subcontinent are generally
much slower than in Europe, an average speed is 50 kilometres per hour and if
you go with this in mind, it will make the journeys more enjoyable. You will
see a huge amount whilst driving and it is, by far, the best way to observe the
ever-changing landscape.

DRIVING DISTANCES

As a member of ABTA and AiTO, we conform fully to government legislation
regarding the protection of clients’ money. In addition, in the event that your
holiday is affected by something out of our control, we shall always endeavour
to take the appropriate steps to minimise any disruption you may experience.
We take responsibility for every element of your holiday and, for those
travelling independently, we provide you with a telephone number to contact
us 24 hours a day in the event of a problem.

A RESPONSIBLE HOLIDAY COMPANY

Driving Distances Time Kilometres

Delhi - Agra 5 hrs 205 kms

Delhi - Jaipur 6 hrs 259 kms

Delhi - Almora 8 hrs 382 kms

Delhi - Rishikesh 6 hrs 224 kms

Delhi - Corbett National Park 6 hrs 240 kms

Agra - Jaipur 6 hrs 237 kms

Agra - Gwalior 3 hrs 118 kms

Jaipur - Jodhpur 6 hrs 30 mins 336 kms

Jaipur - Ranthambore National Park 4 hrs 162 kms

Jodhpur - Udaipur 6 hrs 269 kms

Jodhpur - Jaisalmer 6 hrs 305 kms

Nagpur - Pench 2 hrs 92 kms

Pench - Kanha 5 hrs 180 kms

Kanha National Park - Bandhavgarh 7 hrs 325 kms

Bandhavgarh National Park - Pench 3 hrs 170 kms

Bangalore - Mysore 3 hrs 30 mins 150 kms

Cochin - Thekkady 4 hrs 145 kms

Cochin - Trivandrum 5 hrs 200 kms

Cochin - Coimbatore 4 hrs 30 mins 190 kms

Chennai - Tanjore 7 hrs 350 kms
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INDIA WITH KIRKER

A holiday to India, Sri Lanka, the Maldives and Nepal is an unforgettable
experience, and all four destinations should be on every discerning traveller’s
wish list. However, no single holiday can ever encompass the entirety of what
India has to offer, and it is important to plan your visit carefully with the help
of an expert. All Kirker holidays to these exotic destinations are tailor-made to
your own personal requirements, from carefully-selected hotels, to expert local
guides and private car transfers. Whether it is your first visit or you are a veteran
traveller to the subcontinent, it is vital to speak to a member of the Kirker team
to help plan the perfect itinerary.

Kirker’s team of experts have a passion for the subcontinent, combined with an
in-depth knowledge of the sites, experiences and hotels which make any visit
to the region an unforgettable experience. We have travelled extensively
throughout India, Sri Lanka and the Maldives and have years of experience
creating tailor-made holidays to one of the world’s most fascinating regions.

India has a wonderful range of accommodation available for visitors and
classifying them all is a challenge. In the main cities there are plenty of
conventional hotels of an international standard with excellent facilities.
Throughout India, you will find heritage properties including palaces, tea
bungalows and merchants’ homes which have been converted into hotels.
In this case no two rooms are the same in terms of size and layout but they
more than make up for this in character and many have added modern features
such as swimming pools and spas. Boutique hotels tend to be privately owned
and their décor and cuisine often reflect the owner’s personal tastes and
passions whether traditional or contemporary. Homestays are a relatively new
option and although you are staying with a host and will usually dine with the
family, guest bedrooms all have en suite bathrooms. Tented camps are another
new experience and whilst you may sleep under canvas, you will have a
private bathroom.

In such a vast country, there is no one set weather pattern, all regions have an
annual monsoon season which effects different areas of the country at various
times. The northern states expect rain usually between July and September
whilst in the south, the rain can last until October. In the months preceding the
monsoon, May and June temperatures are higher and travel is therefore
recommended between October and April. There are many advantages of
travelling in the low season between May and September – hotels offer
excellent value for money and there are fewer visitors at the key sites.

CLIMATE

THE KIRKER TEAM

HOTEL DEFINITIONS

KIRKER TAILOR-MADE HOLIDAYS 
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Day 1 Fly direct from London Heathrow to Delhi (British Airways, Jet Airways
or Virgin Atlantic). Regional departures are available with Emirates from
Glasgow, Manchester, Newcastle and Birmingham
via Dubai.

Day 2 Private arrival transfer to your hotel. Afternoon at leisure to relax
and acclimatise.

Day 3 Morning: Private tour with driver and guide of Old Delhi including the
Red Fort, Jama Masjid Mosque and Chandni Chowk.
Afternoon: Private tour with driver and guide of New Delhi visiting
Humayun’s Tomb, Qutb Minar and India Gate.

Day 4 Private early morning transfer to the railway station for your train to
Agra. Experiencing Indian rail travel is a must for all visitors and a real
eye opener to India. Upon arrival your private car and guide will meet
you and you will visit the Taj Mahal, Red Fort and Itmad-ud-Daulah.

Day 5 Drive to Jaipur. En route you will visit Fatehpur Sikri, the abandoned
Mughal city where you will also stop for lunch.

Day 6 Morning visit to the Amber Fort, the historical home of the Maharajas
and Maharanis of Jaipur. In the afternoon you will visit the

Observatory and City Palace, home of the current Maharaja and the famous
Hawa Mahal (Palace of the Winds).
Day 7 Private transfer back to Delhi.
Day 8 Return flight to the UK.

Two nights Delhi, one night Agra, two nights Jaipur, one night Delhi.

High season (October – March)

From £2,578 per person in 5 star hotels (2 nights The Imperial in Delhi, 1 night
Oberoi Amar Vilas in Agra, 2 nights at the Rambagh Palace in Jaipur, 1 night
Oberoi in Gurgaon).

From £1,778 per person in 4 star hotels (2 nights Claridges in Delhi, 1 night Trident
in Agra, 2 nights at the Samode Haveli in Jaipur, 1 night Claridges in Delhi).

Low season (April – September)

From £2,175 per person in 5 star hotels (2 nights The Imperial in Delhi, 1 night
Oberoi Amar Vilas in Agra, 2 nights at the Rambagh Palace in Jaipur, 1 night
Oberoi in Gurgaon).

From £1,568 per person in 4 star hotels (2 nights Claridges in Delhi, 1 night Trident
in Agra, 2 nights at the Samode Haveli in Jaipur, 1 night Claridges in Delhi).

For driving distances between destinations see page 4 opposite

TAILOR–MADE INDIA
THE GOLDEN TRIANGLE

India’s northern states have a great deal to offer the novice and the repeat traveller to this country.
The choice of history and folklore, deserts and hills, regal cities and simple villages, Rajputs and Mughals, mosques
and temples, sacred rivers and national parks is breathtaking in its diversity. Road travel in India is improving and
highways have been constructed between the major cities. Travel is still slower than in the West but sharing the road

with camel carts and rickshaws is all part of the experience and often there is somewhere interesting to visit en
route,   such as the abandoned city of Fatehpur Sikri. This region is at its best from October to March, although

there may be some cold mornings in December and January. It is a popular time to travel and we highly
recommend early booking. Accommodation choices in the region are plentiful and for those who wish not only to see
historical forts and palaces but also to stay in them, we can recommend a number of excellent options. An itinerary

for ‘The Golden Triangle’ is shown below – please see overleaf for suggested extentions to this classic holiday.

the golden triangle

FOR FIRST HAND ADVICE AND TAILOR-MADE QUOTATIONS, PLEASE CALL US ON 020 7593 2287



TAILOR–MADE INDIA
EXTENSIONS TO THE GOLDEN TRIANGLE

India is a country so vast and full of such a different range of experiences it is often hard to constrain them to a set
itinerary. Most holidays will involve the classical Rajput city of Jaipur, the magnificent splendour of the Taj Mahal in

Agra and Edward Luyten's wonderfully designed New Delhi, but after this once in a lifetime experience we can
recommend something that will enrich this experience even further and give you a different taste of India. Whether it is

continuing on through Rajasthan to the blue city of Jodhpur and the stunning lake city of Udaipur, or having a few
days in the cool temperatures of the foothills of the Himalayas with a visit to Shimla, or simply having a well-earned
rest by the warm waters of the Arabian Sea in Kerala, our Kirker experts would be delighted to share their experiences

with you and help to create the perfect tailor-made holiday.

Rajasthan with its impressive forts and beautiful
palaces set amongst vast dramatic plains and
lakes is the very essence of India. Within a state
as large as France this ‘land of princes’ offers
some of the most dramatic contrasts in
landscapes and cultures in India. This itinerary
will give you a chance to experience authentic
Rajasthani life which has remained relatively
unchanged for centuries; as you pass through
remote villages on an itinerary which showcases
two of its most impressive cities. The ‘blue city’
of Jodhpur with its beautifully preserved fort

and enormous Umaid Bhawan palace, and Udaipur, founded on two vast lakes
and surrounded by the Aravalli Hills .

Extension includes private air-conditioned vehicle with English-speaking driver
for all transfers and excursions, expert private guides, entrance fees for Mehrangarh
Fort and Jaswant Thada in Jodhpur; Ranakpur Temples, City Palace and a boat
cruise on Lake Pichola and accommodation with breakfast. Economy class air
travel from Udaipur to Delhi at the end of the tour is also included.

High season (October – March)
+ £1,399 per person for 5 star hotels (two nights Umaid Bhawan in Jodhpur and

Oberoi Udai Vilas in Udaipur).
+£933 per person for 4 star hotels (two nights Raas in Jodhpur and Leela Palace

in Udaipur).

Low season (April – September)
+ £979 per person for 5 star hotels (two nights Umaid Bhawan in Jodhpur and Oberoi

Udai Vilas in Udaipur).
+£634 per person for 4 star hotels (two nights Raas in Jodhpur and Leela Palace

in Udaipur).

For anyone with an interest in the cultural and
religious history of northern India, this
extension fits perfectly with the Golden
Triangle. Just 90 minutes’ drive south from
Agra, Gwalior is dominated by its 15th century
fort with its magnificent tiled façade. Khajuraho
is famed for its collection of erotically
decorated temples, all around 1,000 years old.
This is one of the most fascinating destinations
to explore Hindu and Jain temples. Varanasi is

arguably the most sacred Hindu pilgrimage destination and its location on the
banks of the Ganges has a unique and unforgettable atmosphere. To gain an
insight into the lives of the faithful, travel through the narrow lanes to visit the
ghats at dawn and dusk to observe the prayer ceremonies.

Extension includes private air-conditioned vehicle with English-speaking driver
for Delhi to Gwalior. Economy air travel from Khajuraho to Varanasi and
Varanasi to Delhi, expert private guides, entrance fees for all temples, museums
and monuments in each city, a boat ride on the Ganges and evening aarti
ceremony in Varanasi, a sound and light show at Gwalior Fort and
accommodation with breakfast.

High season (October – March)
+ £921 per person for 4 star hotels (one night Usha Kiran Palace in Gwalior, two

nights Lalit Temple View in Khajuraho, two nights Gateway Hotel in Varanasi, one night
Claridges in Delhi).

Low season (April – September)
+ £782 per person for 4 star hotels (one night Usha Kiran Palace in Gwalior, two

nights Lalit Temple View in Khajuraho, two nights Gateway Hotel in Varanasi, one night
Claridges in Delhi).

Shimla, in the Himalayan foothills, is the former
summer capital of the Raj. From 1865 until
1939 the government would move up to the
cooler climate for a few months each summer.
You can still experience the toy train
constructed to enable this exodus from the
plains taking the narrow gauge railway which
winds slowly around dramatic mountain passes.
You will still find the mall, churches, theatre
and half-timbered bungalows, although the
town has grown up around them. The

surrounding hillsides are good for woodland walks with temples making
interesting stopping points and a stay in this quintessential British hill station is
the perfect end to any northern Indian itinerary.

Extension includes return executive class rail tickets from Delhi-Chandigarh,
private air-conditioned vehicle with English-speaking driver for all transfers,
expert private guides, entrance fees for all museums and monuments, narrow-
gauge railway excursion and accommodation with breakfast.

High season (October – March)
+ £614 per person for 5 star hotels (three nights Oberoi Wildflower Hall, one night

Oberoi Gurgaon).
+ £489 per person for 4 star hotels (three nights Oberoi Cecil, one night Claridges).

Low season (April – September)
+ £553 per person for 5 star hotels (three nights Oberoi Wildflower Hall, one night

Oberoi Gurgaon).
+ £410 per person for 4 star hotels (three nights Oberoi Cecil, one night Claridges).

Supplement for air travel (Delhi-Chandigarh): £85 per person each way.

6

EXPLORING RAJASTHAN

INDIAN TEMPLES AND THE GANGES

SHIMLA – THE HIMALAYAN FOOTHILLS
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TAILOR–MADE INDIA
EXTENSIONS TO THE GOLDEN TRIANGLE

Set above 2,000 metres, Darjeeling has long
provided refuge from the heat of Calcutta
during the summer months. We would highly
recommend a visit to one of the leading
Buddhist monasteries at Ghoom which is
reached on the Darjeeling Himalayan Railway.
We suggest a stay at the Glenburn Tea Estate in
a quiet location outside the town with
wonderful views of Mount Kanchenjunga.
Guests can spend their days walking on the tea
estate, fishing in the river, bird watching or

enjoying the stunning views from their private verandas. This combines well
with Calcutta, the founding city of the British East India Company, which has
a fascinating cultural and architectural legacy. Your tour will include the Indian
Museum, the Victoria Memorial and St. Paul’s Cathedral. You will be
accommodated at the Oberoi Calcutta, a charming heritage hotel. Those with

more time can visit Mother Theresa’s Home, the Kali Temple and the Botanical
Gardens. You may choose to dine at the Tollygunge Club, one of the last
bastions of the Raj.

Extension includes economy air travel tickets from Delhi to Bagdogra and
Bagdogra to Calcutta, private air-conditioned vehicle with English-speaking
driver for all transfers and excursions, expert private guides, entrance fees for all
sightseeing, rail to Ghoom, a visit to a tea estate, Himalayan Zoological Park and
Tiger Hill in Darjeeling and accommodation with full-board arrangements in
Darjeeling and with breakfast in Calcutta.

High season (October – March)
+ £1,175 per person for 5 star hotels (three nights Glenburn Tea Estate, two nights

Oberoi Grand in Calcutta).

Low season (April – September)
+ £1,090 per person for 4 star hotels (three nights Glenburn Tea Estate, two nights

Oberoi Grand in Calcutta).

Kerala, on the southwest of India’s coast offers a
complete contrast to the hustle and bustle of
the majestic cities of nothern India and gives
you the opportunity to experience a slower
pace of life on palm fringed beaches. This short
itinerary will give you a chance to experience
Aruyvedic treatments which originated in this
region. Of course, if you wish to explore this
area further there is plenty more to see, Kerala
is known as ‘God’s Own Country’ and truly
lives up to its billing with lush green landscapes,
quiet backwaters and inland, the jungles of
Periyar National Park and vast and fragrant

spice, tea and coffee plantations which adorn the Cardomom Hills.

Extension includes economy air travel from Delhi to Trivandrum and Trivandrum
to Mumbai, private air-conditioned vehicle with English-speaking driver for all
transfers and excursions, expert private guides, entrance fees for all sightseeing in
Mumbai including Mani Bhawan and Prince of Wales Museum, and
accommodation with breakfast.

High season (October – March)
+ £1,296 per person for 5 star hotels (five nights Niramaaya Retreat Surya Samudra in

Kovalam and one night Taj Mahal Palace and Towers in Mumbai).
+£934 per person for 4 star hotels (5 nights Leela Kovalam Beach and 1 night Leela

in Mumbai).

Low season (April – September)
+ £897 per person for 5 star hotels (five nights Niramaaya Retreat Surya Samudra in

Kovalam and one night Taj Mahal Palace and Towers in Mumbai).
+£708 per person for 4 star hotels (five nights Leela Kovalam Beach and one night

Leela in Mumbai).

The National Parks of Bandhavgarh and
Kanha in Madhya Pradesh offers some of
the best opportunities to see one of the
most treasured and endangered animals
in the wild, the Royal Bengal tiger. In
addition to this, there are deer, wild boar,
nilgai antelope, Indian bison, leopards,
blue bulls and bears that live within the
protected national parks as well as

countless varieties of birdlife. Kanha is one of the most picturesque of India’s
major tiger reserves. The undulating land provides the only habitat of the
barasingha (swamp deer) and is home to an interesting natural history museum.
Bandhavgarh National Park has the highest density of tigers in the region. In
the park, you will have the opportunity to ride with an expert mahout on an
elephant-back safari, an experience we highly recommend.

Extension includes economy air travel tickets from Delhi to Jabalpur and
Nagpur to Mumbai, private air-conditioned vehicle with English-speaking driver
for all transfers, accommodation with full-board arrangements for game lodges
and with breakfast in Mumbai. Five private game drives in Bandhavgarh and
three in Kanha are also included.

National Parks open from November to June (closed every Wednesday)

+ £1,995 per person for 5 star hotels (three nights Samode Safari Lodge, two nights
Shergarh and one night at the Taj Mahal Palace and Towers in Mumbai).

+£1,190 per person for 4 Star Hotels (three nights Bandhavilas, two nights Chitvan
Jungle Lodge and one night at the Taj Mahal Palace and Towers in Mumbai).

Mr and Mrs Aspin from Kent will make their sixth visit to Bandhavgarh in February
2016 with Kirker and have kindly given us their personal recommendations:

“ Tiger numbers across India are in serious decline so visitors to the Bandhavgarh Tiger
Reserve bring much needed funds that help to employ park rangers to control poaching and
keep tiger numbers up. Having travelled widely in India, this is a region where you are the
most likely to see tigers. We have seen a mother with three cubs and a male bathing in the late
afternoon sun (picture shown inset). The Naturalists are experts and have a genuine love for
these superb wild animals. A jeep ride with these guides is one of many wonderful experiences
that remain with you long after you have left. The Samode Safari Lodge is near to the reserve
and is a place of superlatives. The staff are welcoming and do everything to make your stay as
comfortable as possible. They involve the nearby village and we have even been able to visit a
local home for a candlelit dinner. Food and accommodation are truly excellent and we have
never wanted for anything. If you want to see tigers and want to experience central India, then
Bandhavgarh and the Samode offer a truly memorable experience.”

Please note, these extensions are only suggested and can be tailor-made into any Indian itinerary you require, please speak to a Kirker expert on 0207 593 2287
who would be delighted to help. Please note that supplements may apply from mid-December to mid-January; details on request.

THE NORTH EAST: CALCUTTA AND DARJEELING

KERALA BEACH STAY

IN SEARCH OF THE TIGER: BANDHAVGARH AND KANHA

FOR FIRST HAND ADVICE AND TAILOR-MADE QUOTATIONS, PLEASE CALL US ON 020 7593 2287



NORTHERN INDIA
DELHI

Those who choose to spend a day or two in Delhi will be
rewarded with an insight into a city that has been

invaded, destroyed and rebuilt many times. Today, it is
defined as Old and New Delhi and by spending time in
both, you will learn about the Mughals and the British

Raj – two key protagonists in Delhi’s long history.
From Delhi, you can continue in many different

directions; Jaipur is only half a day’s drive away, Agra can
be reached by a two hour train journey and Shimla, one of

the most famous hill stations, is a day away by train.

The Imperial Heritage Deluxe

Set in the heart of Lutyens’ New Delhi, the iconic Art Deco Imperial has been
welcoming guests since 1931.You can enjoy the romantic terrace setting of the
‘1911’ restaurant or the excellent ‘Spice Route’ which offers the cuisine of
India, Sri Lanka, Malaysia and Thailand. The swimming pool is surrounded by
mature gardens and is the perfect place to start or finish a day’s exploring.

AGRA

The Taj Mahal never fails to impress with its dazzling
white marble dome and four minarets; a breathtaking view,

perfectly framed from the moment you walk through the
huge, red sandstone gateway. Semi-precious stones decorate
the exterior and interior in delicate floral patterns while

black marble texts of the Koran surround the doorway. It is
well worth spending a short time at the Itmad-ud-Daulah,
another mausoleum which was built before the Taj Mahal
and whose design provided its inspiration. The enormous

Agra Fort should not be missed either as it gives an
excellent idea of life in the Mughal court.

Amarvilas Deluxe

One of the best located hotels in the world, Amarvilas is only six 
hundred metres from the incomparable Taj Mahal. All guest rooms have

an uninterrupted view and some have their own balconies. The tea lounge
and terrace bar are ideal spots to watch the setting sun turn the white marble
dome to delicate shades of pink. Aside from the stunning views, the gardens
are spacious with a large swimming pool. The spa has special top floor rooms
set aside for longer treatments to enable you to enjoy the vista while you are
pampered. In the evenings, there is often a classical music programme. 

Taj Mahal

JAIPUR

Jaipur was founded in the 18th century and has at its heart, the City Palace, other landmarks include the Jantar
Mantar Observatory and the Hawa Mahal or Palace of the Winds.Outside Jaipur is the town of Amber, the
former capital which was largely abandoned when it became too small for its inhabitants. Ascend the fort on
elephant back and gain a sense of the Rajput lifestyle. Jaipur is a great starting point for further travels into

Rajasthan whether you head west, south or north.

Rambagh Palace Deluxe Heritage

Formerly a Maharaja’s hunting lodge, this hotel is slightly outside the walled city.
The 85 bedrooms are on two sides of the courtyard. The restyled ‘Polo Bar’ and
two restaurants are on the fourth side, facing the lawns. In the garden, one of the
carriages of the royal train is now a pub and pizzeria called ‘Steam’. An outdoor
pool and generously proportioned jacuzzi have been added to complement the
original Art Deco indoor pool. Overall, this is an ideal place to unwind after
exploring the city with plenty of regal ambience and delightful gardens.

Samode Haveli Heritage 

This charming former merchant’s house is in the centre of a bustling
neighbourhood and is still owned by a local family. Samode Haveli has been
built around two courtyards, one of which houses the reception and veranda
bar and the second which is surrounded by bedrooms with a stunning fountain
at its midst. A number of narrow staircases and low ceiling corridors link the
bedrooms. In the garden, a lovely pool has been added with an outdoor bar
next to it. The location is ideal for those who want to explore Jaipur on foot.
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The Claridges Deluxe

Ideally located between India Gate and the Parliament buildings, The Claridges
has been welcoming guests for over 60 years. The public areas of the hotel have
an Art Deco feel with the black and white marble lobby leading to an elegant
split staircase. In front of the hotel are spacious lawns where drinks and snacks
may be taken throughout the day. All the bedrooms have been renovated;
some have balconies overlooking the quiet inner courtyard where the
swimming pool is situated. ‘Dhaba’ is famed for its excellent traditional food.
For a different experience, try ‘The Claridges Garden’ restaurant.

The Imperial
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RANTHAMBORE NATIONAL PARK

Ranthambore has an excellent location and a great reputation for regular sightings including its most famous
occupant – the Bengal Tiger. From October to February, the vegetation is lush; from March onwards,

as the temperature starts to rise, the water pools start to dry up giving good viewings. Guests stay outside the park
and visit twice a day in the early morning and afternoon for three hours at a time. It can be reached in four hours

from Jaipur and is a half day’s train ride from Delhi or Bharatpur which is an hour from Agra.

Sher Bagh Luxury Tented Camp

Tatler appropriately described this luxury tented jungle camp as ‘the big cat’s
whiskers’. Indeed these 12 double-bedroom tents offer a truly unique
experience. The delicious food includes produce picked from the camp’s own
organic garden. Afternoon tea is served in the Bandari Tent and offers a perfect
opportunity to recount your wildlife sightings or simply a place to read and
reflect on your safari experiences. Relaxing massages using traditional
Ayurvedic oils can also be enjoyed in the privacy of your own tent.

Oberoi Vanyavilas Luxury Tented Camp

The Oberoi hotels have an excellent reputation for service and style and 
Vanyavilas is no exception. There are 25 tents, all with marble baths, air-

conditioning and high canvas ceilings. Guests can enjoy a dip in the pool, a
luxurious massage or for a more ethnic flavour, an elephant ride between ventures
into the park. Meals are served in the elegant black and white marble floored
dining room or under the stars in the courtyard. Those who wish to brush up
their Indian wildlife knowledge over a relaxing drink can try the ‘Library Bar’.

JODHPUR

Jodhpur’s old city lies between two architectural
wonders,the Mehrangarh Fort and the Umaid Bhawan
Palace. The fort has an incredible defensive position on

top of a natural cliff with views of the surrounding
plains in all directions. Inside the palace, the décor

suggests a pleasure-seeking way of life with an
elaborate music room, a harem and a Sheesh Mahal

bedroom. From Jodhpur, it is possible to travel further
west to Jaisalmer or head south into rural Rajasthan

before reaching Udaipur.

Umaid Bhawan Palace Deluxe Heritage

Although in the middle of Rajasthan, there is a very European feel to the
Umaid Bhawan, largely due to the fact it was designed by a British architect.
The scale of the building however, is of Maharaja proportions. The royal family
still live in one part of the palace leaving 64 guest bedrooms for visitors spread
across two wings. The bedrooms differ in size and some have a balcony but all
have been carefully refurbished to enhance the 1930’s character of the building.
In the basement, you will find the original Art Deco swimming pool
surrounded by mosaic friezes of the signs of the zodiac. The formal dining
room, ‘Risala’, has the air of a country house hotel.

Raas Deluxe Boutique

This charming little hotel is the only boutique property in the heart of
Jodhpur’s historical walled city. It comprises four red sandstone buildings and
offers an interesting mix of tradition and contemporary design. Most rooms
and suites boast impressive balconies or terraces and almost all have fantastic
views of the spectacular Mehrangarh Fort. The hotel has a central swimming
pool with a small spa and a great little restaurant. Highly recommended! 

UDAIPUR

Founded on two lakes and ringed by the Aravali Hills,
Udaipur has the most relaxed atmosphere of any of the
cities in Rajasthan. At its heart is the huge City Palace

which has been extended by successive Maharajas.
From Udaipur, you can return to Delhi or Mumbai

or perhaps continue your tour by flying to Goa.

Taj Lake Palace Deluxe Heritage

Renowned as one of India’s most famous hotels, the Taj Lake Palace has  
an enviable location in the middle of Lake Pichola. Built in 1746, it has

been completely refurbished in recent years. At the core is a huge lily pond
which you can dine next to at ‘Neel Kamal’. If you prefer a view of the lake, try
‘Jharokha’ which has excellent Indonesian and Italian options. Facing the city,
the swimming pool and sun terrace are partly shaded by a large mango tree.
After sightseeing, indulge yourself at the Jiva Spa.

Oberoi Udaivilas Deluxe

Set on the opposite bank of Lake Pichola from the City Palace, Udaivilas 
is designed as a modern palace set in vast landscaped gardens with an

elegant black and white swimming pool in the centre. There are 87 bedrooms
including rooms with semi-private pools. The bar faces the lake and watching
the sunset with a delicious cocktail in hand is a memorable experience. 

FOR FIRST HAND ADVICE AND TAILOR-MADE QUOTATIONS, PLEASE CALL US ON 020 7593 2287

RAJASTHAN
The most iconic Indian state, Rajasthan combines legendary cities with rugged countryside. The principal cities of Jaipur,

part of the Golden Triangle, Jodhpur and Udaipur are famed for their palaces; the smaller towns of Jaisalmer for its
citadel and Chittagarh for its fort. The Aravalli Hills around Udaipur are covered in woodlands full of wildlife. Jain
pilgrims flood to Ranakpur, one of the religion’s holiest sites. India’s most famous natural draw, the Bengal tiger, is

frequently sighted at Ranthambore National Park. The luxurious Maharajas’ Express train passes through many of the
historic towns. Rajasthan has no direct flights from the UK but is easily reached by rail, road and air from Delhi.
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VARANASI

Although just over an hour’s flight from Delhi, Varanasi has
a completely different atmosphere to the capital. It is a

major pilgrimage site for the Hindu population who come
here because of its location on the banks of the River

Ganges and its many temples. To gain an insight into the
lives of the faithful, travel through the narrow lanes to visit
the ghats at dawn and dusk to observe the prayer ceremonies.

Just ten kilometres from Varanasi is Sarnath, site of the
Buddha’s first sermon. Although many of the buildings are
now ruined, there is a museum and with over 2,500 years of
religious heritage, it is the perfect place for quiet reflection.

Nadesar Palace Heritage

Located amongst mango orchards, marigold and jasmine fields, stands the 
Nadesar Palace. Built by the East India Company and acquired by

Maharaja Prabhu Narain Singh in the 19th century, the palace is named after
the goddess Nadesari whose shrine is located in front of the palace. The
exquisitely restored interiors include four poster beds. All accommodation
overlooks the beautiful gardens and is a haven of tranquillity far from the busy
centre of Varanasi. After a busy day of sightseeing take advantage of the spa and
indulge in an Ayurvedic massage or relax in a custom-made healing bath.

GWALIOR

From wherever you stand in this bustling city, your eye will
be drawn to the huge fort which sits atop a natural rock

fortress almost 100 metres high. The exterior of the fort was
unusually decorated with colourful tiles depicting animals
and some of these can still be seen. The fort is a fascinating
place to visit and contains a number of temples and palaces.
In the town, you can visit the City Palace Museum and see

the royal family’s private collection.

Usha Kiran Palace Heritage

Once a royal palace, Gwalior’s finest hotel and its nine acres of gardens
have recently been given a contemporary facelift by the Taj Group. The

peacock arches and high ceilings remain but the textiles are bright and a stylish
swimming pool and spa have been added. There are 36 bedrooms including a
sumptuous suite with an outdoor terrace which faces the fort. The two
restaurants, ‘Silver Saloon’ and ‘The Court’ have an excellent selection and the
‘Bada Bar’ offers snacks and drinks as well as the chance of a game of billiards.
For regal living with a modern twist, this is an excellent choice.

LUXURY RAIL – THE MAHARAJAS’ EXPRESS

For those who enjoy old fashioned, luxurious travel and who consider rail to be the best way to see a country, then
India has a number of fantastic options available. The rail network in India is one of the best legacies left by the
British Raj and, as such, rail travel has for a long time been considered the best way to see this magical country.

After its inaugural journey in March 2010, the Maharajas’ Express has now become India’s premier five star luxury
train and allows clients to experience India in the same style as the Maharajas of old. All the cabins and suites are

wonderfully regal, with large windows, modern facilities, en suite bathrooms and luxurious fabrics throughout.
The train also has an observation carriage with its own bar, comfortable armchairs and two fine dining restaurants.
On board, meals and excursions are all included. As this type of travel is always very much in demand, we strongly

recommend booking at least six months in advance. The details of the reommended journeys are as follows:

Usha Kiran Palace

Gems of India Journey: 3 Nights
Delhi – Agra – Ranthambore – Jaipur – Delhi
2016 departures: 27 January; 27 February; 23 March; 5 October;

2 November; 28 December
2017 departures: 25 January; 22 February; 22 March; 16 April

Treasures of India Journey: 3 Nights
Delhi – Agra – Ranthambore – Jaipur – Delhi
2016 departures: 24 January; 20 March; 2, 30 October;

27 November; 25 December
2017 departures: 22 January; 19 February; 19 March

Indian Panorama Journey: 7 Nights
Delhi – Jaipur – Ranthambore – Fatehpur Sikri – Agra – Gwalior – Orchha –
Khajuraho –Varanasi – Lucknow – Delhi
2016 departures: 2, 30 January; 27 February; 26 March; 8 October; 5 November;

3, 31 December
2017 departures: 28 January; 25 February; 25 March

Heritage of India Journey: 7 nights
Mumbai – Ajanta – Udaipur – Jodhpur – Bikaner – Jaipur – Ranthambore –
Agra – Delhi
2016 departures: 16 January; 13 February; 12 March; 9 April; 22 October;

19 November; 17 December
2017 departures: 14 January; 11 February; 11 March; 8 April
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INDIAN WILDLIFE
Owing to its incredibly diverse landscape, climate and vegetation from mountains to woodlands and jungles,

India is home to a multitude of different mammals, birds and reptiles. A large number of Maharajas’ hunting grounds have
become National Parks providing them with a protected environment. We have concentrated on the more renowned parks
which tend to have a higher standard of lodges. As all the parks are managed by the government, they operate in the same

way with two game drives taking place each day, one early morning and the other mid-afternoon. Visitors enter the park in
private jeeps with a naturalist and expert spotter. Ranthambore National Park has been covered separately on page 9.

BANDHAVGARH NATIONAL PARK

The best way to get to Bandhavgarh is by overnight
train from Delhi or Agra to Umaria, arriving early
in the morning. Your chances of seeing tigers here are
good as there is a healthy population. You are also

likely to see sambar deers, sloth bears and wild pigs.
The park has a number of domesticated elephants

who, with their mahouts can take you on short rides
to view tigers. Because of the time it takes to get to

and from Bandhavgarh, we recommend a three night
stay. From here, you can return to Delhi or continue

to Kanha National Park.

Samode Safari Lodge Jungle Camp

Opened in 2010, this jungle camp has established itself as our most
recommended Indian wildlife camp and is now a member of Ralais &
Châteaux. Owned by one of our favourite hotelier families, the Samodes of
Jaipur fame, the camp comprises of 12 luxury cottages, each with a separate
bedroom, lounge and private terrace. Due to its unique location, near a virtually
unused entrance gate to Bandhavgarh National Park, this property offers its
guests a fantastic opportunity to maximise their time. The hotel has everything
that you will need including a swimming pool, small spa and an excellent
restaurant with the menu and dining location changing every evening.

‘Indian tiger trail’

Day 1 Fly direct from London Heathrow to Mumbai (British Airways,
Jet Airways or Virgin Atlantic). Regional departures are available
with Emirates from Glasgow, Manchester, Newcastle and
Birmingham via Dubai.

Day 2 Private arrival transfer to your hotel. Afternoon at leisure to relax
and acclimatise.

Day 3 Early morning flight from Mumbai to Nagpur. Private car transfer
to Pench, the setting for Rudyard Kipling’s Jungle book, where
you will have your first chance to see the wildlife of India.

Day 4 Morning and afternoon game drives.
Day 5 Private transfer to Kanha, the largest of India's national parks.
Day 6 & 7 Morning and afternoon game drives.
Day 8 Transfer to Bandhavgarh, formerly a Maharaja’s private hunting

reserve, which has the highest number of tiger sightings of all
India's parks.

Day 9 & 10 Morning and afternoon game drives.
Day 11 Transfer to Jabalpur for your flight to Delhi. 
Day 12 Private tour with driver and guide of Old and New Delhi

including the Red Fort, Jama Masjid Mosque, Humayun’s Tomb,
Qutb Minar and India Gate

Day 13 Return flight to the UK.

One night Mumbai, two nights Pench, three nights Kahna, three
nights Bandhavgarh, two nights Delhi.
Price per person from £3,495 including luxury accommodation or
£2,445 using 3/4 star hotels.

PENCH NATIONAL PARK

Believed to be the setting for Kipling’s Jungle Book,
Pench has wooded valleys covered with teak and bamboo,
giving good cover for the wildlife. Experts believe that the
tiger population here is steady and numbers are healthy.

There are over 200 species of bird and the list of
mammals includes the tiny muntjac deer and massive
gaur. As the park is small, two nights here should be

sufficient. With a short flight from Mumbai and a two
hour transfer from the airport, it is an easily accessible

extension. Alternatively, travel on from Pench to Kanha
to appreciate the diversity of flora and fauna.

Baghvan Jungle Camp

This small, charming property with 12 individual cottages has been given a
complete makeover and each cottage now has an individual covered rooftop
viewing platform where dinner may be served. The lodge serves as a meeting
point for general socialising and has a fairly informal atmosphere. Guests can
learn a little about local cooking in the show kitchen or read up on indigenous
wildlife in the library. A charming swimming pool has been added recently.
The camp’s resident naturalists can arrange walking safaris along the dry river
bed near the property and jeep safaris in the park, only five minutes away.

KANHA NATIONAL PARK

One of the largest parks in India, Kanha has two entrance
gates, the Mukki and Kisli with the terrain being slightly
different at each. In total, the park has an area of 1,945

square kilometres consisting of grassland, deciduous forests
and water pools. The land is undulating and at one of the

highest points, there is an interesting natural history
museum. It is the last habitat for the swamp deer or

barasingha and has wild dogs, 230 species of birdlife and a
healthy tiger population. From here, it is a five hour drive

from Pench and seven hours from Nagpur and Raipur
airports. Visitors should spend a minimum of two nights

here to ensure they experience all areas of the park.

Shergarh Jungle Camp

Owned and run by a charming husband and wife team, Shergarh is small with
only six tents and ensures a personal experience. The lakeside setting is superb
and allows you to watch the wading birds from the camp. Each fan-cooled tent
has a bedroom, separate bathroom and large veranda. The main house serves as
a focal point; meals, prepared using local vegetables and fish from the lake are
served here and there is a library for research or relaxation. The couple are very
much in touch with the local community and can arrange trips to a local
market or village walks as well as game viewing.

FOR FIRST HAND ADVICE AND TAILOR-MADE QUOTATIONS, PLEASE CALL US ON 020 7593 2287



Spanning northern India, the Himalayas act as a natural
border with neighbouring China, Nepal, Tibet, Pakistan
and Bhutan. Whilst the highest mountains such as
Kanchenjunga and Nanda Devi whose peaks rise above
7,800 metres are inaccessible to most, by spending time in
the foothills, you can enjoy the wonderful scenery of these
snowcapped giants. If you venture to Shimla, north of
Delhi you will find reminders of British life at the time of
the Raj. Rishikesh has a far older legacy and has been
drawing Hindu pilgrims for centuries. 

RISHIKESH

Just at the point where the Himalayas start to ascend out
of the plains, Rishikesh sits on the banks of the sacred
Ganges. Year round pilgrims come to worship at the

temples which line the banks, joining the evening Aarti
ceremonies on the ghats led by saffron robed monks. They

stay in the ashrams in the town, many of which have
lovely gardens where you are free to wander and learn a

little about the simple way of life before attending a service
on the ghats. The surrounding scenery is stunning with the

wooded hills rising steeply from the river valley. 

Ananda in the Himalayas Deluxe

About 45 minutes above Rishikesh, Ananda has unrivalled views of the 
forested mountains and valley and at times, you may hear the religious

chants floating up the hillside, particularly in the valley view rooms. On arrival,
guests are greeted at the palace in a wing which was added for visiting British
officials and still has a tea lounge with open fires in the winter. Afterwards,
guests are taken to their rooms in a newer building on the other side of the
garden, passing the golf course, spa and swimming pool en route. The resort is
very much health focussed with daily yoga classes held in the amphitheatre
when the weather is fair and in the palace when it is cooler. If required, guides
can take guests on walks and picnics in the surrounding hills. 

SHIMLA

Shimla is the former summer capital of the Raj. From 1865
until 1939 the government would move up to the cooler

climate each summer.You can still arrive on the toy train
constructed to enable this exodus from the plains. It is a

full day’s journey from Delhi with an express train for the
first section before taking the narrow gauge railway.

You will still find signs of earlier Colonial times, such as
the Mall, interesting churches, the old theatre and

characterful half timbered bungalows, although the town
has developed around them.

Oberoi Cecil Heritage

Located on the famous Mall with renowned views, the hotel is over 100 years
old and is set around an atrium where real fires are lit regularly and you can
enjoy tea or a drink from the bar. The 79 bedrooms retain their wood floors
and panelling. The dining room has both international and Indian dishes and
has theme evenings from time to time. Lunches and lighter meals can be taken
in the garden when the weather permits. The hotel’s indoor swimming pool is
an elegant recent addition and a game on the billiard table is the ideal way to
recapture past times.

Oberoi Wildflower Hall Deluxe

On the site of Lord Kitchener’s home, a 45 minute drive from Shimla, 
this stylish hotel has recreated the Colonial ambience of a grand home.

All bedrooms look out onto cedar and pine woods and have the luxury of
butler service. Choose from two restaurants, one serving a range of international
foods and the second, a fine dining Indian restaurant and a wood panelled bar
where you can enjoy a cigar. There are walking and mountain bike trails or you
can unwind in the heated pool. For the ultimate luxury, try one of the spa
treatments such as a Balinese massage or wild lavender scrub, fit for a Viceroy.

AMRITSAR 

Home to the dazzling Golden Temple, this is the jewel
of the Punjab. Amritsar, meaning ‘pool of the Nectar of

Immortality’, is named after the sacred pool in the Golden
Temple. A pilgrimage to bathe in the holy water is a duty
every Sikh aspires to at least once in their lifetime. Visitors

will find the sense of peace and tranquility a welcome
haven from the bustling city outside. From Amritsar, a visit
to the India-Pakistan border, known as Attari-Wagah is a
fascinating experience where, every evening, the dramatic

ceremony of the changing of the guards and the lowering of
the flags is carried out.

Hyatt Amritsar Deluxe

With its sweeping views of Amritsar, the Hyatt is not only ideally located for
visiting the Golden Temple but is also well placed for transfers to the airport or
railway station. There are 248 elegant, contemporary rooms including 10 suites.
‘Thai Chi’ restaurant specialises in authentic Thai and Chinese food which can
be enjoyed either inside or outside. The second international restaurant not
only has a wood fired pizza oven but also has a teppanyaki and tempura bar.
In the wellness centre indulge in either an Ayurvedic, Oriental or Western
treatment. Separate wet areas for men and women include steam rooms and a
sauna and the pool overlooks the spectacular gardens. Golden Temple, Amritsar
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From the pulsating cities of Bangalore and Chennai to the tranquil Keralan backwaters and golden Goan beaches, southern
India has many contrasts. Divided by the Western Ghats, the states on the Malabar coast, Kerala and Goa offer verdant

scenery and Colonial towns. Straddling the Ghats, Karnataka has a wealth of history. Chennai and Pondicherry stand as
testaments to the traders who came to the Coromandel Coast. Further into Tamil Nadu, the temples are as inspirational for
the devoted worshippers as they are for their elaborate architecture. There is a varied choice of places to stay during your tour;

Colonial homes have been converted into heritage hotels in Cochin and Pondicherry whilst throughout rural Kerala, you
will find welcoming homestays. A houseboat is a fun way to travel and comfortable place to sleep. 

‘tea, trunks & traders’
an introductory tour of kerala

Day 1 Fly overnight from London Heathrow to Cochin with either
Emirates via Dubai or British Airways and Jet Airways via
Mumbai. Regional departures are available with Emirates from
Glasgow, Manchester, Newcastle and Birmingham via Dubai.

Day 2 Morning arrival transfer from the airport to your hotel. Afternoon
at leisure. Evening visit to a Kathakali dance performance.

Day 3 Morning guided tour of Cochin including the Dutch Palace,
the synagogue and Chinese fishing nets. Depending on which
hotel you are staying at you may be able to take a boat ride in
the evening.

Day 4 Drive to Munnar. Visit the tea museum and local textile and hand
made paper enterprise.

Day 5 Travel by road to Thekkady through the Cardamom Hills. In the
afternoon, visit a spice plantation.

Day 6 Take an early morning walk through Periyar Wildlife Sanctuary.
Afterwards, take a shared boat ride in Periyar. You should be able
to spot wild elephants, kingfishers and wild boar.

Day 7 Drive to Alleppey where you will board your houseboat.
The afternoon will be spent exploring the canals and Lake
Vembanad by boat.

Day 8 Leave your boat after breakfast and continue by road to your
beach resort.

Day 9/10 At leisure.
Day 11 Return to Cochin or Trivandrum for your flight home.

Two nights Cochin, one night Munnar, two nights Thekkady,
one night houseboat, three nights beach. 
Prices from £1,995 per person.

‘southern stepping stones’

Day 1 Fly direct from London Heathrow to Chennai with British
Airways. Regional departures are available with Emirates from
Glasgow, Manchester, Newcastle and Birmingham via Dubai.

Day 2 Private arrival transfer to your hotel. Morning at leisure to relax
and enjoy the surrounding area. Private tour with driver and guide
of the city including Fort St. George and St. Thomas’ Cathedral.

Day 3 Drive to Pondicherry, stopping en route to visit Mahabalipuram.
Day 4 Morning walking tour with private guide of Pondicherry.

Afternoon visit to the Auroville Ashram.
Day 5 Drive to Tanjore.
Day 6 Private tour with driver and guide of the Brihadisvara Temple and

Palace Museum.
Day 7 Drive to Madurai. Evening visit to the Meenakshi Temple.
Day 8 Morning tour of the town. Afternoon drive to Thekkady.
Day 9 Morning boat rides in Periyar Wildlife Sanctuary. In the

afternoon, explore a spice plantation on foot.
Day 10 Drive to Cochin. 
Day 11 Morning guided tour of the city’s many sites; Chinese fishing nets,

St. Francis’ church and the Dutch Palace.
Day 12 Drive to Alleppey where you will board your rice boat. Spend the

afternoon exploring the canals and Lake Vembanad
Day 13 Private transfer from your boat to a Kumarakum backwater hotel.
Day 14/15 Time at leisure to relax.
Day 16 Morning drive to Cochin for the flight to Mumbai. Afternoon

tour of the city including the Prince of Wales Museum and
Dhobi Ghats.

Day 17 Transfer to the airport for your return flight to London.

Two nights Chennai, two nights Pondicherry, two nights Tanjore,
one night Madurai, two nights Thekkady, two nights Cochin, one
night backwaters, three nights Kumarakum, one night Mumbai.
Prices from £2,748 per person.
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MUMBAI – GATEWAY TO
SOUTHERN INDIA

Mumbai is India’s most prosperous city. A guided half
day tour will introduce you to the many sides of the
city and show you how India old and new co-exist.

It can easily be fitted into itineraries whether you are
travelling to Rajasthan, the National Parks

of Madhya Pradesh, Goa or Kerala. 

The Taj Mahal Palace & Towers Superior
This is one of Mumbai’s most recognisable landmarks, besides being a
world class hotel. The heritage wing reopened in 2010 and has bedrooms

where character has been preserved. The main reception is in the tower wing, a
later addition which has a good selection of shops and restaurants is on the
ground floor. On the top floor, with a backdrop provided by the Arabian Sea, is
‘Souk’, an ultra modern Middle Eastern speciality restaurant. Between the two
wings there is a secluded pool and the Jiva spa.



SOUTHERN INDIA

KERALA 
A long slip of land covering the most southerly 400 miles of
India’s west coast, Kerala offers many opportunities to get
back to nature. Visitors can escape the heat in the lush hill
stations among the tea and spice plantations of the Western
Ghats and explore small villages on the coconut palm-lined

backwaters or simply relax on beautiful golden beaches.
Kerala’s wildlife sanctuaries also contain wild elephants, an

abundance of birdlife and some tigers. The traditional Keralan
culture is kept alive in ornately costumed Kathakali dance,
aromatic cuisine and the healing power of Ayurveda, widely

practiced in Kerala’s resort hotels.Cosmopolitan and
atmospheric port town Cochin hosts a variety of Indo-

European history and is a local artistic hub.Kerala is not
linked by direct flights to London but Cochin and Trivandrum

have several international and domestic connections.

COCHIN

As the cultural capital of Kerala, Cochin has a great deal to
offer. The city is spread over several islands with Fort Cochin

being the most interesting for visitors. The distinctive
architecture reflects its long history as an important sea port
and trading post with Portuguese churches, Dutch mansions,
British store houses and a synagogue. The Chinese fishing
nets were first constructed in the 14th century and are still
used today. If you enjoy cooking and would like to learn a

few local dishes, we can arrange a half or full day lesson with
a renowned local cook at her home. With the international
airport nearby, Cochin is likely to be the starting point for

most journeys through Kerala.

Brunton Boatyard Deluxe Heritage
This hotel occupies a prime location on the tip of Fort Cochin and all
bedrooms and bathrooms face the sea. The ground floor restaurant where you
can dine inside or out has the same fine view. For excellent local seafood dishes,
try ‘History’ where from time to time, Indian classical musicians play. There are
quiet seating areas by the swimming pool and on the veranda where afternoon
tea is served. The hotel’s boat is available to guests for evening cruises.

Malabar House Boutique
A five minute walk from the Chinese fishing nets, Malabar House is a 17
bedroom hotel created with much attention to detail. Originally a family
home, it is constructed in traditional style around a central courtyard where the
restaurant and small swimming pool are situated. The food is a highlight with
delicious fusion cooking, blending Spanish and Italian influences with local
seafood and spices. The guest rooms are decorated with antique furniture and
contemporary art; some have private balconies or verandas.
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MUNNAR

A four hour drive from Cochin and Thekkady,
Munnar sits at a height of 1,500 metres, making the
temperature pleasantly cool and ideal for growing tea

– the main industry for over a century. About 14
kilometres from Munnar is Eravikulam National
Park where you can explore on foot with a guide,

perhaps spotting the elusive native ibex. 

Windermere Deluxe

A short drive from the centre of Munnar, Windermere overlooks a range of
green hills and a river running along the bottom of the valley. There are five
bedrooms by the reception building, but for stunning views, one of the cottage
rooms with either panoramic windows or a balcony is a must.In the middle of
the garden is a large restaurant with an upstairs library and lounge area heated
by a real fire. Like most of the hotels in Munnar, Windermere has no liquor
license but if guests bring their own, it can be consumed in their rooms.

THEKKADY

At the centre of the spice growing region and
surrounded by rolling green hills, Thekkady is a

bustling town and the only place from where you can
access Periyar Wildlife Sanctuary which has a large

reservoir at its heart and is home to elephant; buffalo;
deer; monkey and kingfisher. You can take a walking
tour of one of the nearby spice plantations where you

will see pepper, cardamom, cinnamon, vanilla and
cloves. From Thekkady, you can continue to Madurai,

Munnar or the backwaters.

Spice Village Superior

Although Spice Village has a central location in Thekkady, the large garden
makes it feel like a rural property. All 52 bedrooms are in cottages accessed by
paths which lead past the pool and spice plants. Their design is village style with
low thatched roofs and bright cotton bed linen. Southern Indian and
international meals are served buffet style in the central restaurant where
cooking demonstrations also take place. There is an organic farm on
neighbouring land which is open for guests to visit. 
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KERALAN BACKWATERS 

& HOUSEBOATS
Between the Malabar Coast and the Cardamom Hills is

a unique landscape of lakes and canals which form a
massive waterway known as the backwaters. Water taxis are
still the main form of transport for the local villagers while
fishermen go out early with their nets in tiny wooden boats.

It is a charming area to explore with churches, simple
houses and palm trees lining the banks. We can arrange for

you to see some of the smaller canals using traditional
wooden canoes complete with local boatman to punt – this
hidden hinterland is where villages grow coconuts and play

cricket on thin strips of land. You are sure to find this a
relaxing and interesting destination with plenty of local life.

Kumarakom Lake Resort Deluxe

Set on the shores of Lake Vembanad, this resort combines the Keralan style of
tiled roof wooden cottages with contemporary features like the meandering
pool which links a number of the cottages and duplex rooms. You can step out
of your room directly into the water for a cooling dip. More traditional cottages
which face the garden and lake are scattered through the grounds. For the best
views of life on the water, try the infinity pool, the bar or the seafood restaurant.

Kettuvallom Houseboats
The original use of this distinctive style of boat was transporting rice through
the backwaters. Through a period of design evolution, they have been enlarged
to around 25 metres long and become a comfortable and enjoyable way to
explore. The boats today have one, two or three bedrooms and all are hired on a
private basis. Each bedroom is either air-conditioned or fan-cooled and has an
en suite shower room. All meals are served in the spacious seating and dining
area. Every houseboat comes with a crew of three who prepare all meals and
steer the boat besides pointing out the local landmarks as you pass. During the
day, you may sit back and take in the scenery from the open air deck at the front
of the boat. In the evening, when the boat moors, you can enjoy watching the
sun sink behind the palm trees whilst your hosts prepare dinner.

Kettuvallom Houseboat

FOR FIRST HAND ADVICE AND TAILOR-MADE QUOTATIONS, PLEASE CALL US ON 020 7593 2287

KERALAN BEACHES

When on holiday, it is always enjoyable to take time out,
whether at the start, middle or end of a tour and Kerala has
a number of great options. Almost all of our selection offer
Ayurvedic massage, a more unusual way to relax. We have
chosen properties in northern and southern Kerala – our

team of experts have experienced all of them and would be
delighted to help you plan a tailor-made itinerary that

allows enough time to relax and recuperate.

Leela Kovalam Beach Superior (south Kerala)
Equidistant from both the airport and the city centre, Leela Kovalam
Beach has a stunning location on the clifftop between two sweeping

beaches. Spread over 44 acres, the hotel comprises of 182 guest rooms, all of
which overlook the sea. The 8,000 square feet Spa-Divya takes well-being
seriously and has eight state-of-the-art treatment rooms. Luxuriate in a
treatment and then enjoy a stroll on the private beach with nothing but the
sound of the waves to disturb the tranquility. All of the restaurants and lounges
take advantage of the hotel’s fabulous location. ‘The Terrace’ offers all day
clifftop dinning and ‘Tides’ serves freshly caught seafood by the beach. Enjoy
sunset over the Arabian Sea at the bar which overlooks the ocean view pool or
relax in the aptly named Sky Bar.

Niraamaya Retreats Surya Samudra Deluxe
This small boutique hotel has a clifftop location set amongst lush gardens
and is the finest beach property in Kerala. The 22 private cottages are

dotted amongst coconut plantations and combine traditional Keralan
architecture with the comforts of a fine luxury hotel.  There is an infinity
swimming pool and three dining options including the ‘Kanal’ grill which
serves excellent seafood. There are two secluded sandy beaches either side of
the promontory on which the hotel is situated and access to the beaches is easy.
The Spa Niraamaya is one of the best exponents of traditional Aruyvedic
treatments in Kerala.

Marari Beach Resort Superior (north Kerala)
An hour south of Cochin, Marari Beach manages to combine the feel of a
village with a resort. There are 61 cottages but the only time you are aware of
other guests is at the large central swimming pool and neighbouring restaurant.
During the day guests can try a yoga class or relax on the beach where there
are plenty of sun beds and hammocks as well as a snack bar. In the evening,
dine on freshly caught fish looking out at the sea. Those staying in garden and
pool cottages have the luxury of their own generous sized plunge pool and the
rooms are big enough to take two extra beds for families.

Neeleshwar Hermitage Superior (north Kerala)
Set on a quiet 12 kilometre stretch of sand, this is a beach hotel with a
difference. There are only 16 traditional thatched cottages, simply but stylishly
decorated, each with its own private courtyard garden and after recent
refurbishment the rooms now have oversized outdoor bathtubs. The hotel has
adopted an ecological approach with rain water harvesting and solar energy
being two of their methods. There is a central swimming pool next to the
dining hall where Indian, Middle Eastern and European flavours can be
savoured and guests may take cooking lessons. Yoga, Ayurvedic treatments, bird
watching and walking are all on offer. They have also recently added the two
night luxury Lotus houseboat experience, giving clients the opportunity to
observe Keralan life at a more leisurely pace with visits to local families for
lunch and the opportunity to cycle or trek during the backwater trip. On full
moon nights between August and March, you may see the rare Olive Ridley
Turtles come to lay their eggs and you can visit the nearby NGO where they
assist in helping the hatchlings reach the sea.
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TAMIL NADU
Sharing the Western Ghats with its neighbour Kerala, Tamil

Nadu is home to Ooty, the best known British hill retreat. State
capital Chennai (Madras) is one of the fastest growing cities in
India but also hides history dating back 2,000 years. Further
down the coast the impressive temples of Mahabalipuram and
the French colonial flair of Pondicherry are essential for all
visitors. The state has a rich heritage of ornate, significant

temples, with further highlights at Tanjore and ancient Madurai
further south.Chennai has direct flights to London and

international connections with many other airlines.

OOTY

One of India’s most famous hill stations, visitors can still arrive
or leave Ooty on the Blue Mountain Railway, a narrow gauge
steam service which takes around four hours from the nearest

town. The town itself has grown considerably but some Colonial
bungalows and the botanical gardens are reminders of the past.
Ooty can be reached by road from Mysore in around four hours.

Hotel Savoy Heritage

For those who come to Ooty in search of Raj atmosphere, the Savoy is the best
place to find it. There are 40 cottage rooms, built around 150 years ago, which
still have open fires to keep off the chill in winter. You may take afternoon tea
on the well-tended lawns which have great views. The ‘Canterbury Bar’ and
wood panelled dining room were designed as a reminder of England for those
living overseas and both still retain the same ambience.

TANJORE

By comparison with near neighbours Trichy and Madurai,
Tanjore is a quiet town, famed for its 10th century Brihadisvara

Temple, a World Heritage Site.

Ideal River View

Situated on the outskirts of the city in a peaceful location, this is the
perfect hotel to base yourself as you explore the famous local temples.

After a day of sightseeing you can relax and enjoy the large swimming pool and
lovely landscaped gardens that border a tributary of the Cauvery river and are a
paradise for butterflies and birds. Bedrooms are in a cluster of cottages spread
through the gardens and each has a private balcony. There is a restaurant as well
as a pitch-and-putt golf course, a library, a tennis court and Ayurvedic spa.

MADURAI

Home to the busiest temple in Tamil Nadu, Madurai is a
noisy place with families picnicking on the floor and stalls
selling garlands and coconuts to be offered to the gods. From

Madurai, continue north to Tanjore and Trichy or into Kerala.

The Gateway

A former Colonial home, this hotel is on a hill a short distance away from
town. The family home now houses the reception and bar which retaina
homely feel. Bedrooms have been added over the years; some face the large
swimming pool whilst others have views of the garden where there are tennis
and badminton courts.

GOA
One of the original destinations for Western travellers to

India, the west coast state continues to attract visitors
who come to enjoy its endless golden beaches. Goa's

Portuguese history is reflected in the cobbled streets and
16th century cathedrals of Old Goa and Panjim, the
state capital. There are many domestic flights to Goa

making it an ideal place to unwind at the end of a tour.
Our recommended hotel is the Leela Goa, a stylish

resort set around a peaceful lagoon.

On my first trip to India I travelled from the
majestic cities of Northern India, with their
palaces and grandiose architecture, to the coconut
palms and lush green vistas of Kerala. My wife
and I were dazzled by the palaces of Rajasthan,
especially Udaipur, but as we stepped off the
plane in Cochin, we were greeted by what felt
like a completely different country.

Fort Cochin is a delightful place to explore on foot and has a wonderful
mixture of history with Chinese, Dutch, Portuguese and British colonists and
traders all having left their mark. You will be confronted by the giant Chinese
fishing nets as soon as you step into the old centre, before going on to discover
a 400 year old synagogue, Dutch mansions and beautiful Anglican churches.
We recommend a stay at the Malabar House, which offers exceptional service,
an enticing swimming pool and a restaurant where the prawns brought in from
the fishing nets are cooked with fresh local spices.

From Cochin we travelled inland to Munnar, the former summer retreat
of the British Raj. At a height of 1,500 metres, Munnar sits at the beginning
of the Western Ghats mountain range and provides perfect conditions for the
cultivation of tea. Stay at the Windermere Hotel, a small family-run property in
the heart of a beautiful valley with a lovely library and lounge area heated by
a log fire. After a short stay, we headed to one of the spice capitals of the world,
Thekkady. On our way to the hotel our driver pointed out the spices that grow
by the side of the road; pepper, cinnamon, cardamom, clove, nutmeg and mace to
name just a few. In the evening, we walked into the centre of the town and
stocked up on fresh spices straight from the farmers.

One of the main reasons we wanted to visit this part of the country was
to explore the Keralan backwaters, on-board one of the traditional houseboats.
The whole region is criss-crossed by rivers and canals where people go about
their daily lives. It is one of life’s great pleasures to watch the world go by as the
boat’s crew cook you up some fish straight from the river; simply cooked with
some spices, fresh lemon and accompanied by a lentil dal.

After two weeks travelling around India, we were ready for some well-
earned relaxation and headed down the coast to the very southern tip of the
subcontinent. Strong tides make much of India’s coast too rough to swim, but
South Kerala is an exception and we can recommend some excellent resorts for
a few days at the end of your itinerary – the perfect place to reflect on your
experiences. For us, the abiding memory was of the wonderful local guides and
drivers – it is their charm and knowledge which transform a Kirker holiday to
India into an exceptional experience.

I look forward to discussing your next holiday to India; please call me
on 020 7593 2287.

KIRKER INDIA EXPERT ALEX CAREY,
REFLECTS ON HIS VISIT TO KERALA
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SOUTHERN INDIA

MAHABALIPURAM

The World Heritage Site of Mahabalipuram is on the
Coromandel Coast, an hour south of Chennai. There are

four main sites to see, all dating from around the
7th century. The Shore Temple has an unusual statue of a
sleeping Vishnu as well as a stunning setting by the beach.
Nearby are the five larger than life rathas (chariots); carved
from single pieces of stone, they depict animals and huts. A
short drive away is a beautifully carved stone cave temple.

Fisherman’s Cove Superior

If you prefer a more relaxed start or finish to your tour, Fisherman’s Cove 
is a resort on the beach, close to the sights of Mahabalipuram and about an

hour from Chennai airport. The main building houses a spacious lobby and an
open sided restaurant overlooking the large swimming pool. There are a number
of sea facing bedrooms here too. For those searching for somewhere more
secluded, individual cottages in the garden facing the sea are the ideal option.
The trademark Taj spa, Jiva, has traditional and more unusual Indian and Asian
massages and treatments.

Radisson Blu Temple Bay Superior

Relatively newly opened, the Radisson is a resort hotel with the facilities required
for a comfortable stay. There are 144 rooms in total, spread over several buildings
including some individual sea facing cottages. The restaurant, ‘Santa Maria’, serves
an international and local selection of dishes. After sightseeing, relax in the
swimming pool or have a doze in one of the hammocks or deck chairs scattered
around the well maintained garden. In the evening, you can watch the sunset with
a drink at the poolside bar. For a relaxed, good value choice, it is hard to beat.

BANGALORE

Once named the Garden City, Bangalore is now known
as the capital of India’s IT and call-centre industries.

However, do not go expecting a city radically different to
any other in India; stray cows still roam the streets, albeit

past shiny glass fronted buildings. The climate in
Bangalore is very pleasant all year round and the city’s

parks and surrounding areas are green and fertile.

Taj West End Heritage

Away from the hustle of the MG Road and close to the golf course and race
track, this hotel has 122 bedrooms divided between a number of buildings.
Remnants of Colonial charm remain with wide wooden staircases and high
beamed ceilings. The Goan restaurant looks onto the extensive gardens as do
many of the bedrooms. For something completely different, the hotel has the
first Vietnamese restaurant in India with a stylish outdoor bar.

PONDICHERRY

About three hours down the coast from Chennai is the
curious town of Pondicherry, an outpost of the French
Empire from 1673 until 1954 and the site of one of the
largest ashrams in India, Auroville. The elegant French
quarter of the town has retained its character and the

livelier Muslim area has covered boardwalks, reminiscent
of New Orleans. Pondicherry provides  a good stopping

off point to or from Tanjore.

Maison Perumal Deluxe

This is a fully restored townhouse in the ‘Puducherry’ Tamil quarter that took
more than a year and a half to restore the building and to refurbish the 10
bedrooms to their Colonial elegance – the results are quite stunning in their
simplicity. The property is more of a luxury guesthouse than a hotel and has an
interesting little restaurant which offers excellent fresh food and just one
signature dish each day along with a range of local seafood. The hotel also
offers bicycles for you to explore the local area.

CHENNAI

Formerly known as Madras, Chennai has grown
rapidly since its time as a tiny trading port occupied by
Armenian and Portuguese traders. Fort St. George was
one of the original outposts of the British East India
Company. The city’s museum has a good collection of
Chola bronze statues and paintings. There are regular

flights from the UK to Chennai and it can be the
starting or finishing point for a tour of southern India.

Leela Palace, Chennai Deluxe
This exceptional property opened in 2013 and instantly established itself 
as the leading hotel in Chennai. It is the only hotel with a seafront

location, directly overlooking the Bay of Bengal and the Adyar River. Drawn
from the inspiration of the Chettinad Dynasty, the architecture of this modern
palace exudes opulence. Set in large grounds, the hotel features 326 extremely
spacious bedrooms, two excellent restaurants and a large swimming pool and
spa specialising in Aruyvedic treatments. Superb service and spectacular sea
views are the chief assets and will ensure that by staying here you will start or
finish a holiday in south India in fine style.

KARNATAKA

Just north of Kerala and Tamil Nadu, Karnataka
is an interesting, less explored addition to a

southern Indian itinerary. The marvellous palace at
Mysore and the bustling modern capital,

Bangalore, are a short distance from the Western
Ghat hill towns. The nature reserves on the

regional borders are a more relaxed place to see
wild elephants and the occasional tiger. Further
north there are historic monuments to be seen at
Hampi and Bijapur. Bangalore now has direct
flights to London and international connections

with many other major airlines.

FOR FIRST HAND ADVICE AND TAILOR-MADE QUOTATIONS, PLEASE CALL US ON 020 7593 2287
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NEPAL
For many years, Nepal has attracted visitors who are drawn to the
stunning Himalayan vistas, ancient temples and exotic wildlife.
Its relatively small size allows for a varied tour, even for those who
only have time for a short stay. Experience a breathtaking scenic
flight past Mount Everest or Sagamartha as it is known locally, stroll
through the busy Hindu and Buddhist temples in Kathmandu and
observe rhino in Chitwan National Park. For those who enjoy walking,
we can suggest gentle day treks starting from the lakeside town of Pokhara
which is renowned for its views of the Fishtail Mountain. Kathmandu can be reached by daily flights from London and
Manchester via Doha or can be combined with a tour of north India by flying to or from Delhi, Varanasi or Calcutta. 

transport

Where we state in an itinerary a drive or transfer from one destination to the
next, this will always be by private car and driver. Although it can take a long
time to travel distances that appear to be relatively short, this is part of the
overall experience and you will see interesting sites, villages and scenery along
the way. It is also possible to fly internally between some destinations in Nepal
and, where this is the most appropriate mode of travel due to time or distance,
we will advise you.

Dwarika’s Heritage

This marvellous place is so much more than just a hotel; it is a highly regarded
conservation project. The Newari wooden windows and panels were
individually rescued and restored and today, a team of skilled craftsmen
continue this invaluable work. The 74 en suite bedrooms each have their own
character owing to the unique woodcraft and décor. They are set around a
spacious courtyard and garden which has a swimming pool. Guests can sample
Nepali cuisine in the speciality restaurant or try Chinese or European dishes in
the international restaurant. Live music can be enjoyed in the cocktail bar or for
a more sedate drink, try the lounge.

KATHMANDU

In the heart of Nepal, tucked away in a valley lies
Kathmandu. In many ways, life here has remained

unchanged for centuries under the watchful eyes of the
Boddnath Stupa which observes the daily crowds of

worshippers who come to walk around its circumference.
Although the city is noisier and busier than ever before, the

Durbar Square is still impressive with its palaces and
temples. The Swayambhunath Stupa and Pashupatinath

Temple are key destinations for the country’s Buddhist and
Hindu populations respectively but visitors are welcome to

explore. For a glimpse into how life once was, visit
Bhaktapur, a short drive away and watch as potters and

weavers practise their crafts. The town of Patan is also close
by and worth a half day tour.With two or three nights, you
can really gain a taste for life here and start to appreciate

the gentle nature of the Nepalese. 

Dwarika’s Hotel

treks in nepal

SHIVAPURI TREK
A three day trek from Kathmandu which is a good introduction to trekking and
to Nepalese rural life. The trek starts 15 kilometres north of Kathmandu city and
offers an easy, steady climb with excellent panoramic views of the Himalayas
including Everest and Annapurna ranges.

Day 1 Drive Kathmandu to Budhanilakantha site of reclining
Vishnu, one of the most sacred shrines of Kathmandu and
trek to Shivapuri ranges (2,563 metres). Thirty minutes drive
and five hour trek.
Overnight Camping

Day 2 Trek Shivapuri to Chauki Bhanjyang (1,820 metres).
Five hours trek.
Overnight Camping

Day 3 Trek Chauki Bhanjyang to Sankhu and drive back to Kathmandu.
Four hours trek and one hour drive back to Kathmandu.

PANCHASEI TREK
A four day trek from Pokhara. This is an easy trek on a steady climb which
follows the serene ridge at the foot of Annapurna.

Day 1 Start at Dam-side and trek to Bhumdi (1,432 metres). The trail
leads from the southern part of the Phewa Lake through rice
terraces and villages and has excellent panoramic views of the
Annapurna ranges. Four hours trek.
Overnight Camping

Day 2 A gradual uphill walk to Panchase danda (1,825 metres) through
tropical forest. Six hours trek. Overnight Camping

Day 3 A walk to Bhadaure (1,400 metres) Five hours trek.
Overnight Camping

Day 4 A gradual downhill walk to Lakeside which passes villages, rice
terraces and cultivated fields and ends with a boat ride on Phewa
Lake. Six hours trek.

Prices start at £440 per person based on two passengers travelling
together and include full-board while on the trek; all camping
equipment including sleeping bags; supportive porter, trek guide,
kitchen crew; National Park fees; surface transfers;
15 kilogrammes baggage allowances while on the trek.
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NEPAL
CHITWAN NATIONAL PARK

Set in the southern region of Nepal where the climate is
subtropical, Chitwan was designated a National Park in
1973 in order to protect the indigenous one horned rhino

and Bengal tiger. There are many other mammals and over
400 species of birds. The park may be explored in a number

of ways; on foot, by jeep, on elephant back and by river.
Most guests spend two to three nights to enable them to

experience at least some, if not all, of these options.
The surrounding villages can also be visited between the

early morning and mid-afternoon game drives.

Tigerland Safari Resort

Located on the banks of the Rapti River, on the border of Chitwan National
Park, Tigerland Safari Resort opened in September 2012. It has 32 individual
air-conditioned deluxe villas that are built on stilts which blend perfectly into
the surroundings. The resort offers jungle safaris by jeep or on elephant back,
guided nature walks and canoes to get the closest possible view of gharial
crocodiles, dolphins and migratory water birds. Nepalese and Western cuisine
are served in the dining hall and there is a well-stocked bar which stays open
until the last guest retires.

POKHARA

Set on the shores of Lake Phewa and watched over by
Fishtail Mountain and the Annapurna Range,

Pokhara is a lovely place to visit for a few days to
enjoy the breathtaking scenery. It can also be used as
the starting point for treks of one day or for longer

overnight trips. Mountain biking and boating on the
lake are two other popular pastimes. To reach

Pokhara, you may drive or fly from Kathmandu or
drive from Chitwan National Park.

Tiger Mountain Lodge

Although this lodge is a half hour drive from Pokhara, its ridge-top location
ensures stunning views of the Fishtail Mountain and no less than three peaks
over 8,000 metres high. It is the ideal base from which to explore the local
villages and forests with one of the lodge’s expert guides on a half or full day
walk. Birdwatchers and photographers will enjoy exploring the area. The
bedrooms are all in cottages, strategically placed around the garden to make the
most of the views. Each has its own veranda from where you can appreciate the
scenery. The central building houses a friendly bar and restaurant where guests
may dine inside or outside.

‘impressions of nepal’

Day 1 Fly from the UK to Kathmandu via Doha with Qatar Airways.
Day 2 Arrive in Kathmandu and transfer to your hotel.

Three nights Dwarikas. 

Day 3 Full day exploring the Kathmandu Valley including Patan.

Day 4 Visit Bhaktapur which lies a short drive from Kathmandu.

Day 5 Drive or fly to Chitwan National Park. Afternoon game drive.
Two nights Tigerland Safari Resort.

Day 6 Morning and afternoon game drives. 

Day 7 Morning drive to Pokhara. Afternoon to relax.
Two nights Tiger Mountain. 

Day 8 Spend a half or full day walking with a local guide.

Day 9 Drive or fly back to Kathmandu. 

One night Dwarika’s.

Day 10 Return flight to the UK or onto India.

Four nights Kathmandu, two nights Chitwan, two nights
Pokhara. The price per person starts from £2,980 based on two
people sharing.

scenic everest flights

This memorable, hour long flight from Kathmandu airport takes you to see the
world’s highest peak. As every seat has a window you will have spectacular
views of Everest and the stunning Himalayan range. Prices include a guide and
private return transfers from your hotel in Kathmandu. Price per person £135
based on two passengers travelling together.

BHUTAN

The Kingdom of the White Dragon opened to inquisitive tourists in 1974 and is perhaps the world’s most exclusive
tourist destination. The country still retains all the charm of the old world; travellers experience the full glory of this

ancient land embodied in its monastic fortresses, ancient temples and stupas which dot the countryside.
Prayer flags flutter above farmhouses and on the hillsides. Lush forests, rushing glacial rivers, and perhaps most 

important of all, warm smiles and genuine friendliness of the people can be experienced by those intrepid
travellers that choose to visit this stunning country.

Bhutan can be added to a north India, Himalayan or Nepalese itinerary and our experienced reservation team
would be delighted to include this extraordinary country in your itinerary.

FOR FIRST HAND ADVICE AND TAILOR-MADE QUOTATIONS, PLEASE CALL US ON 020 7593 2287
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SRI LANKA
Sri Lanka is a country of towering Buddhas, ancient cities, verdant tea
plantations, Colonial towns and golden beaches. The island’s compact
size means that with careful planning, it is perfectly possible to see all
these wonderful sites in two weeks whilst travelling at a relaxed pace.
With drive times between destinations averaging four to five hours and
the chance of an elephant appearing at the roadside, it is a family
friendly destination. The central regions are largely covered by hills
reaching heights of 2,000 metres but you can be on the coast within a day’s
drive. Sri Lanka’s diversity is such that visitors find it almost impossible to
pick a highlight at the end of their holiday but are left with an overall impression of a fascinating country, populated by
friendly people. We are experts in creating tailor-made holidays to match your personal requirements. The example
itineraries are shown below, however please call and speak to one of our experienced team.

‘hidden highlights of sri lanka’

Day 1 Fly from the UK to Colombo with Sri Lankan Airlines, Emirates or
Qatar Airways.

Day 2 Arrive in Colombo and meet your chauffeur guide. Short transfer by
private car to The Beach Hotel.

Day 3 Drive from the coast up to the Cultural Triangle. Late afternoon visit
to Sigiriya Rock.

Day 4 Visit the ancient city of Polonnaruwa. Afternoon visit to Minneriya
National Park or at leisure.

Day 5 Morning visit to the Cave Temples at Dambulla en route to Kandy.
Evening visit to the Kandyan Dance display.

Day 6 Early morning start for the Elephant Orphanage at Pinnewala.
Afterwards, visit the Millenium Elephant Foundation. On your return
journey to Kandy, stop at the Botanical Gardens. In the evening, visit
the Temple of the Tooth.

Day 7 Transfer to the station for your train ride to Nanu Oya. Your driver
will take your bags and meet you on arrival, taking you the last few
miles to Nuwara Eliya. Afternoon visit to a tea plantation.

Day 8 Early morning start for Horton Plains returning to Nuwara Eliya. 

Day 9 Drive down through the Ella Gap to Yala National Park.

Day 10 Morning and afternoon game drives.

Day 11 Drive along the coast to Galle. Afternoon tour of the fort.

Day 12 Day at leisure in Galle.

Day 13 Continue by car up the coast to your beach hotel.

Day 14/15 At leisure on the beach.

Day 16 Return to Colombo for your flight to the UK.

One night Negombo, two nights Cultural Triangle, two nights Kandy,
two nights Nuwara Eliya, two nights Yala National park, two nights
Galle, three nights beach. Price from £2,498 per person (low season),
£2,896 per person (high season).

‘ON A COLONIAL TRAIL’

Day 1 Fly overnight to Colombo with Sri Lankan Airlines, Emirates or
Qatar Airways.

Day 2 On arrival, you will be met by your chauffeur guide and driven to
your hotel. Relax for the rest of the day.

Day 3 Drive to Kandy. In the afternoon, visit the Temple of the Tooth and be
entertained by the energetic Kandyan Dancers.

Day 4 Morning visit to the Botanical Gardens. Afternoon at leisure.

Day 5 Transfer to the station for your train ride to Nanu Oya. Your driver
will take your bags and meet you on arrival, taking you the last few
miles to Nuwara Eliya. Afternoon visit to a tea plantation.

Day 6 Early morning start for Horton Plains returning to Nuwara Eliya later.
For those who want to play golf, there will be time.

Day 7 Drive down through the Ella Gap to Galle. Afternoon tour of the fort.

Day 8 Day at leisure in Galle.

Day 9 Continue by car up the coast to your beach hotel.

Day 10/11 At leisure on the beach.

Day 12 Return to Colombo for your flight to the UK.

One night Negombo, two nights Kandy, two nights Nuwara Eliya, two
nights Galle, three nights Bentota or a Galle Beach hotel. Price from
£1,998 per person (low season), £2,275 per person (high season).

Nuwara Eliya

sri lankan tours

Hidden Highlights of Sri Lanka   
On a Colonial Trail   

Driving Distances Time Kilometres

Colombo - Kandy 3 hrs 30 mins 120 km

Colombo - Dambulla 4 hrs 150 km

Colombo - Bentota 2 hrs 65 km

Colombo - Galle 3 hrs 120 km

Colombo - Nuwara Eliya 6 hrs 190 km

Kandy - Nuwara Eliya 2 hrs 30 mins 80 km

Kandy - Bentota 5 hrs 185 km

Nuwara Eliya - Yala 5 hrs 200 km

Nuwara Eliya - Galle 8 hrs 320 km

Yala - Galle 4 hrs 180 km

Galle - Bentota 1 hrs 30 mins 55 km
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SRI LANKA
COLOMBO

As the arrival and departure point for all visitors,
everyone will see at least a little of Colombo. You can

spend a day here visiting the Dutch Museum, watching
people fly kites at Galle Face Green and browsing the

many boutiques. The city has a growing number of
stylish restaurants to choose from, all serving a high
standard of international, traditional and modern

dishes. Colombo is located right on the coast and the
airport is to the north, a 45 minute drive away.

Whether you start or finish your tour here, you will
find it a welcoming, easy going city.

Galle Face Hotel:
Classic Wing Regency Wing

The Galle Face Hotel is an institution in Colombo that opened its doors
in 1864. Its Classic Wing has a number of original rooms with wooden

floors, high ceilings and period bathrooms. The ‘Seaspray’ and ‘Veranda’
restaurants have an enviable location facing the Arabian Sea and can transport
you back to times past, especially if you take high tea at the ‘Veranda’. The five
star Regency Wing has been completely refurbished recently and has 82
rooms including a number of suites which come with a personal butler and
jacuzzi. There is an expansive spa and saltwater swimming pool as well as a
shopping centre with several luxury boutiques. An elegant bar called the
‘Wine Lounge’ has fine views as well as an excellent cellar, ideal for those who
have time to spare.

COLOMBO COAST

The Beach Negombo Boutique

A short distance north of the airport, this hotel is ideal for those who prefer to
relax for a day or two after arriving before heading up to the Cultural Triangle.
It is located right on the beach with an open sided restaurant that serves
breakfast and lunch. Upstairs is a fine dining restaurant, only open in the
evening. All the guest bedrooms are sea facing with a private terrace or balcony.
The large swimming pool is just by the beach where occasional beach
barbecues are arranged.

BENTOTA

Once you leave Colombo and travel south towards
Galle, the road follows the coast passing through small
towns and resorts. There are frequent glimpses of the
Indian Ocean and sandy beaches. One of the larger

resorts, Bentota has several charming boutique hotels.

Saman Villas Boutique

At the southern end of Bentota, Saman Villas sits on a rocky promontory
dividing two long stretches of beach. The 27 guest rooms face the ocean

and are spacious and understated. An open-sided restaurant sits in the middle of
the resort and serves a creative menu combining Sri Lankan and international
flavours. Sunset is particularly spectacular with an uninterrupted view whether
you are in your room or at the bar situated above the restaurant. A rustically
decorated spa and stunning infinity pool complete this charming hotel.

FOR FIRST HAND ADVICE AND TAILOR-MADE QUOTATIONS, PLEASE CALL US ON 020 7593 2287

A passionate fan of
South Asian cuisine, it is the fiery
sambals, soothing coconut and
tropical fruit of Sri Lanka which
first inspired me to visit the island
on honeymoon. In reality, it
exceeded our expectations, not
only with the delicious flavours
but also the incredible warmth of
the locals wherever we travelled.
Although a compact island nation,
Sri Lanka surely boasts the
world’s most dazzling variety of

colourful scenery, fascinating history and vibrant culture – and in every region
there is a culinary delicacy to try.

Arriving into Colombo airport, we were greeted with wide smiles by our
wonderful local guide who was to become not only navigator and escort, but a
good friend by the end of our holiday. His vast knowledge of the country’s history
and traditions, as well as his impressive network of contacts in every part of
Sri Lanka meant that we didn’t miss a thing, and got far more than we had
anticipated; even the drive to each new hotel was an experience in itself. The first
few days were spent exploring the Cultural Triangle, which is the historic heart of
the country with its most ancient cities, imposing stone temples and the great rock
fortress of Sigiriya – a dramatic climb which is well worth the effort for panoramic
views in every direction.

The historic train journey from Kandy to Nuwara Eliya is an excellent way
to appreciate the variety of landscapes as you ascend to the high tea plantations.
Here we enjoyed single-estate Ceylon teas direct from the factory, and saw up close
the laborious process by which we end up with our national drink.It was also a
chance to try some local specialities, and our guide introduced us to local snacks
including the explosive ‘devilled’ fish, and my favourite ‘hoppers’ – a kind of bowl-
shaped pancake served with eggs and hot sauce or as a side dish with a curry.

Descending to the south coast we stopped to visit a local fruit market –
hoping to pick up a couple of succulent, ripe mangoes, and perhaps some
flavoursome local bananas – but ended up with a tutored masterclass in the array
of different varieties, native to the region.Not only was it some of the best fruit I
had tasted, but we came away with a new knowledge of tropical fruit.

Our final destination was the beautiful Aditya resort near the historic
colonial port of Galle – the ideal place to relax at the end of a wonderful holiday.
The talented and friendly chef shared some of the secrets of his aromatic curries and
grilled seafood for us to take home, although it never tastes the same as it did by
the beach overlooking those magnificent Indian Ocean sunsets.

Follow in Patrick’s footsteps with the following itinerary. Return British
Airways flights from London to Colombo – private car transfers and
chauffeur/guide throughout. Accommodation including breakfast: three
nights Cultural Triangle, two nights Kandy, two nights Nuwara Eliya,
three nights Galle. Price from £2,395 per person low season, £2,779 per
person high season.
All our Sri Lankan holidays are tailor-made to match your requirements –
call Patrick on 020 7593 2283 to discuss your plans.

KIRKER SRI LANKA EXPERT, PATRICK MILLAR,
REFLECTS ON HIS RECENT HOLIDAY
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SRI LANKA
THE CULTURAL TRIANGLE

The Cultural Triangle is the name given to an area about four or five hours’ drive north east of Colombo. It encompasses
Sigiriya, Dambulla and Polonnaruwa, all sites of great importance in Sri Lanka’s history. Your chauffeur guide will have a
ticket permitting entrance to all three which can be used over a few days. Each site has its own appeal and it is definitely

worth seeing them all. Whilst you are in the area, we recommend using one hotel as a base. 

POLONNARUWA

One of Sri Lanka’s ancient cities, Polonnaruwa thrived
between the 11th and 13th centuries. There is much

evidence of the way of life with a palace, temples, baths
and an audience hall, all pointing to a sophisticated and

organised population. Your guide will point out the
elegantly carved moonstones, Buddhas and friezes around
the base of some of the more important buildings. A short
distance away are five magnificent Buddhas, carved from

the bedrock in the standing, sitting and sleeping positions.
Due to its size, you will need at least half a day to explore

Pollonaruwa properly. 

Polonnaruwa

DAMBULLA CAVES

This illuminating insight into Buddhism in Sri Lanka
dates to the 1st century BC. Each of the caves contains
a collection of Buddhas carved from the stone. Some are
life sized whilst others depict the sleeping Buddha on a
giant scale. Every statue as well as the cave walls and
ceilings is ornately decorated in brilliant colours. It is
still visited by devoted Buddhists who come to ask for

blessings and at certain times of day the caves are closed
for the monks’ private worship.

SIGIRIYA

Sigiriya Rock towers over its surrounding landscape and is
one of the most recognisable images of Sri Lanka. The story
of the rock is equally dramatic with tales of patricide and
a guilty son fleeing to this spot for safety. His fort was

constructed on top of the rock and reached via a pathway
decorated with exotic dancing girls. Some of the frescoes and
the lion’s paws can still be seen today. The climb to the top
is fairly strenuous, however, the halfway point is accessible
for most. Only the foundations of the original 5th century
fort are left on the top but the views of the symmetrical

gardens and the countryside below are excellent.

Vil Uyana Superior

Located only five kilometres from Sigiriya, Vil Uyana has stunning views 
of the rock. It is the first in Sri Lanka to offer guests an over water villa.

Similar in essence to those found in the Maldives, the seven thatched villas have
been built over reed beds and around lakes which were created as part of the
hotel’s ecological programme. There are 18 other guest rooms including paddy
villas and forest lodges all of which have a private plunge pool. Guests may dine
in their rooms or under the stars or at one of the two restaurants. A spa and
yoga pavilion complete this unique hotel.

KANDY

Set beside a lake and surrounded by hills covered in spice
and tea plantations, Kandy has a most scenic location.
At its heart is the Temple of the Tooth, the most sacred
temple for the island’s Buddhist population.Kandyan
dancers perform every evening and often finish with a

display of firewalking. For a more serene experience, take
a walk in the Botanical Gardens. Just over an hour’s drive
from Kandy is the Pinnewala Elephant Orphanage, home
to a large herd from calves to old bulls; babies are fed by

hand before the whole herd proceeds to the Mahaweli River
for their bath. Nearby is the lesser known Millenium

Elephant Foundation, a smaller project dedicated to caring
for older or sick elephants. Two days will allow plenty of

time to see all these wonderful sites.From Kandy, you can
continue to the coast or head into the tea growing hills and
Nuwara Eliya by rail.Leaving from the station in Kandy

which looks like the set of a period drama, you travel
through tropical vegetation before climbing into the tea

growing regions. The final part of your journey is by car on
your way into Nuwara Eliya.

MINNERIYA NATIONAL PARK

At the centre of the Cultural Triangle is a charming
national park famed for its sizeable population of wild

elephant. At certain times of year, during the dry seasons
when water supplies are low, you may see large herds
coming to the central water source to drink and bathe.

Seeing a whole herd together is a magical experience as you
begin to observe the relationships between the animals with
mothers, aunties and elder siblings protecting the young at
all times. A private jeep can be organised from the gate and

a safari will last several hours.



NUWARA ELIYA

Even 50 years after independence, Nuwara Eliya still
feels like Edwardian England with its race track, golf
course and bungalows fronted by neat gardens. It is

Sri Lanka’s only hill station and still attracts crowds
from Colombo at the weekends who come for the cool

climate. Surrounding the town are dozens of tea estates
and their antiquated processing plants which you may
visit. The process from start to finish is surprisingly

simple and a few boxes of tea make excellent souvenirs.
Golfers can try their luck on the town course for very
reasonable green fees. Those who enjoy walking can

leave early in the morning for Horton Plains National
Park, about an hour’s drive away. Here you can walk 
to World’s End,a dramatic ravine which drops over
300 metres. Continuing your journey from Nuwara 

Eliya will bring you back to the coast 
and Yala National Park.

Tea Trails Heritage

Hidden away amongst the vivid green bushes at a height of 1,500 metres are
the four Tea Trails bungalows, built by the estate for their managers. Today, they
are open to guests and, after extensive refurbishment, offer elegant
accommodation with a nod to the past and a few modern twists. Condé Naste
has already commended them highly although they have only been open for a
couple of years. All come with their own manager, chef, butler and houseboy to
guarantee a high standard of service from bringing guests ‘bed tea’ to escorting
walks through the plantation. Two bungalows have their own swimming pools,
all offer in-room massage and the option of dining in the garden. All meals are
included along with an afternoon cream tea and pre-dinner cocktails. Stay for a
minimum of two nights to appreciate how life ought to be lived!

Stafford Bungalow Deluxe

Set amongst the stunning tea plantations, Stafford Bungalow is a heritage holiday
home, initially built by the pioneering Scottish planters in 1884. It is located in
the outskirts of the hill resort of Nuwara Eliya, approximately 30 minutes’ drive
through the picturesque tea country and bordering the town of Ragala. Stafford
Bungalow is now open to guests to share the experience of living in this
exclusive planter's bungalow within a 50 acre working tea plantation. It is
located amongst one of the finest tea fields in the country and has four spacious
bedrooms which are beautifully refurbished with antique and reproduction teak
furniture and oak wood floors. Bathrooms have rain water showers and a cosy
study and large library add to the colonial feel. Highly recommended.

Tea Trails

Mahaweli Reach
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SRI LANKA

FOR FIRST HAND ADVICE AND TAILOR-MADE QUOTATIONS, PLEASE CALL US ON 020 7593 2287

The Kandy House Boutique

The location of the Kandy House makes it close enough to explore the city’s
many sites but remote enough to overlook rice paddy fields and rolling hills.
The house is over 200 years old and retains its character with antiques and
portraits of the former owners. There are eight suites around a central
courtyard, a formal dining room and veranda for relaxing. After sightseeing,
enjoy a dip in the infinity pool or take a stroll in the beautiful garden before
dining on Sri Lankan home cooking.

Theva A Boutique Guesthouse

A private and luxury home away from home, this hotel allows guests 5 star
luxury in a calm and relaxed environment. Located in the hills around Kandy
this property offers commanding views of the surrounding hills and busy
Kandy life below. The 10 luxury rooms offer state-of-the-art amenities and
contemporary design. The outdoor swimming pool with its stunning views
over the city is a great place to relax and the small spa offers a perfect way to
unwind after a full days sightseeing. The restaurant offers a mix of traditional
Sri Lankan food with a modern twist and a blend of East meets West that is a
real highlight of this property.

Mahaweli Reach Superior

Once a family home on the River Mahaweli, it has grown into a large hotel
although the emphasis is still on river views. There are 114 spacious rooms in
total, all with a private balcony which faces the river, swimming pool or garden.
On the entrance level, you will find the restaurant which has a large buffet
selection including Chinese and Western choices. Next door is the bar where
we recommend trying an arak cocktail. The largest swimming pool in Kandy
which includes a children’s pool is in the garden just outside.
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SRI LANKA

GALLE

The southwestern coast of Sri Lanka has many peaceful
coves and hidden beaches punctuated by small resorts and
the thriving town of Galle. Still a major port, it has been

drawing foreign visitors for centuries. The Portuguese
landed in 1589, succeeded by the Dutch in 1640 who built

the walled fort which stands to this day and has been
declared a World Heritage Site. Enter through the high

gateway set in immensely thick walls and you will find a
charmingly quiet, almost village-like atmosphere compared
to the main part of the town. It is small enough to explore

on foot with your guide who will show you the Dutch
church and former spice warehouses, the lighthouse, the

clock tower and the post office. In recent years, a number of
the merchants’ houses have been bought and converted into
shops, cafés and hotels. Previously, Galle was a place people

would visit for a night but now you can stay another day
and have time to explore the shops, galleries and cafés

thoroughly or spend a day at one of the nearby beaches.

Amangalla Deluxe 

Known as the New Oriental Hotel for 150 years, Aman Resorts have
taken over this heritage building in the centre of Galle and infused it with

contemporary touches whilst leaving some of the Colonial charm. As you
wander from the wide veranda past the piano in the entrance hall and the
library full of photos and memorabilia, you begin to feel the history. Sri Lankan
rice and curry are served in the dining room which is decorated with white
linen and period furniture whilst afternoon tea may be taken on the veranda.
There are 22 rooms including 8 suites and the luxurious garden house which
has its own butler. Every room has a four poster bed, a free standing roll top
bath and views of the fort or garden. At the rear of the building is a secluded
garden with a large modern swimming pool complete with cabanas and a
luxurious spa.

Galle Fort Hotel Boutique 

From the moment you step onto the veranda of this charming 13 
bedroom hotel, you will feel exceptionally well cared for. Everything

about the hotel’s décor, cuisine and service is done not only to the highest
standards but also with enthusiasm. Before it opened to guests, the former
17th century merchant’s house required extensive work to bring it back to life,
restoring the wooden floors and ceilings and finding antiques besides adding
a generously sized swimming pool. Guests enjoy sleeping in elegant bedrooms
with chic bathrooms, Egyptian cotton sheets and Kashmir wool blankets.
You can dine in the main restaurant which overlooks the pool or in the
street-facing café. The menu has Vietnamese, Thai and Chinese influences and
is created using the freshest ingredients possible. For a luxurious homely
atmosphere, it is hard to compete with the Galle Fort.

YALA NATIONAL PARK

Having descended from the hill country past dozens of
waterfalls, or driven along the wild coast from Galle, Yala
National Park is a fitting end to your journey.Situated
directly on the coast, it is home to elephant, crocodile,

buffalo, sloth bear, the elusive leopard and many species
of birds.Sightings are generally good, particularly for those

who undertake a few game drives. It is a very different
experience to African safaris and visitors who go with this

in mind will appreciate their visit.

Cinnamon Wild Superior

Set on a lagoon and about a 15 minute drive from the park’s entrance gate is the
charming resort of Cinnamon Wild. Rustic cottages are scattered around large
tree-filled grounds and the raised beach chalets have lovely views from their
private balconies. In one corner is a lovely swimming pool, the perfect place to
relax between game drives, or you can take a stroll on the beach. All meals are
served buffet style in the central restaurant and there is always a good choice.
Climb up to a level above the restaurant where you will find the observation
deck, the perfect place for a last glimpse of the park. 

GALLE BEACHES

Aditya Resort Boutique

If you want to be close enough to Galle to explore but like the idea of 
a beach and complete pampering, Aditya is an excellent option located

about 15 minutes’ drive up the coast by the resort of Hikkaduwa. There are
only 12 rooms, each generously proportioned and all different in décor
although a Balinese theme runs through them all. Each room has a plunge pool
as well as a private balcony or terrace. The garden is full of tropical greenery
and has a large sea facing pool. On the beach are further sunbeds and parasols
and the friendly staff will make sure you have any drink or snack whilst you are
there. Meal times are flexible and dining on your private balcony or terrace is
never a problem. Freshly caught seafood is a highlight and is prepared in either
traditional or more contemporary ways. There is an exciting spa menu and
again, treatments can be provided at your convenience, perhaps on your
balcony with the sound of the waves to soothe you.

The Lighthouse Deluxe

Set on a rocky promontory on the outskirts of Galle, The Lighthouse is 
an ideal base from which to visit the fort and to unwind. Designed by

renowned architect Geoffrey Bawa, all the large rooms have a well
proportioned balcony and face the sea. There are two swimming pools; one a
short walk though the gardens by the beach and the secluded spa, the other by
a convenient café that serves light meals and drinks during the day. The coffee
shop has a fantastic buffet selection for breakfast, lunch and dinner and you may
eat on the outdoor balcony with the sound of the waves. For a romantic
evening, start with cocktails in the bar at sunset before dinner at ‘The
Cinnamon Room’  with its wonderful range of exotic and international dishes. 
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The alluring Maldives are made up of many atolls covering a distance of hundreds of miles. Viewed from
the air, each of the 1,190 coral islands has a dazzling green centre of palm trees fringed with white sand

and bordered by the perfectly clear, turquoise Indian Ocean. For sun worshippers, snorkellers and divers it is
a paradise. The airport, Male, is located roughly in the middle. From there, visitors travel to their chosen

resort island by either speedboat or seaplane depending on the distance. The seasonal climate changes in the
Maldives are less extreme than in India or Sri Lanka but there is a wet season from May to August.

During this period you should expect tropical showers and the sky may be overcast; however, hotels are less
expensive and many offer complimentary nights. There are regular direct flights to the Maldives from

London Heathrow with Sri Lankan Airlines. For those looking to combine the Maldives with India, there
are daily flights from Bangalore and Trivandrum. Sri Lanka and the Maldives make a wonderful

combination and there is an excellent flight service between the two.The choice of hotels is huge but we
have focussed on those properties, which we think exemplify the ideal of barefoot luxury; however, if you

would like a quote for a hotel not featured on these pages, please call us. 

Anantara Dhigu

THE MALDIVES

Anantara Dhigu Resort

Lying within the South Male Atoll, Dhigu is a short 35 minute speed boat
ride from the international airport. The luxurious accommodation

compromises of beach villas which have a private stretch of beach and outdoor
bathrooms and rain showers. Alternatively, choose beachfront pool villas which are
more spacious and have a plunge pool set amongst a tropical garden. Over water
villas offer sun decks and open air infinity bath tubs. The water sports centre is
fantastically well equipped – choose from a day out on the catamaran, diving,
surfing, sailing or deep-sea fishing. Once you have landed your catch, relax with
an Elemis treatment or a Thai herbal steam bath. Staying at Dhigu you also have
the benefit of access to the restaurants and bars of the sister property, Anantara Veli.

SPECIAL OFFER: 7 nights for the price of 5, valid for travel 8 May – 
30 September.

Soneva Fushi Deluxe

Credited by some as inventing the concept of ‘barefoot luxury’, 
Soneva Fushi has been welcoming guests for a number of years. They

arrive by seaplane, an exhilarating 30 minute flight over the Indian Ocean to
stay in one of the 65 chic, rustic villas. All suites are on the beach front with a
private garden by the bathroom and the larger suites have the luxury of their
own private pool. Bicycles are the best way to travel around the island as well as
being part of the environmental policy of the hotel. Snorkelling gear and the
tennis courts are provided on a complimentary basis. A number of creative
menus and dining options are available using, where possible, local grown
ingredients. The unique sunrise breakfast complete with a bottle of champagne
or the heavenly sunset cocktails on a private sandbank are two options that will
provide many happy memories for years to come.

SPECIAL OFFER: 4 nights for the price of 3, 7 nights for the price of 5,
14 nights for the price 10, valid for travel 12 May – 11 October (7 nights for the
price of 6 for all other departures).

Vivanta by Taj Coral Reef Deluxe

Located on the small island of Hembadhu, a 50 minute speedboat ride
from the airport, Vivanta offers 62 bedrooms, overwater villas and suites

offering chic and comfortable accommodation and the innovative food and
beverage experience you would expect from any Taj hotel. Boasting one of the
best spots for diving in the Maldives, amateurs and professionals alike can
explore the hotel’s superb house reef complete with shipwreck. Snorkelling
equipment is offered complimentary to all guests. The Jiva Spa is inspired by
Indian and local Maldivian principles and is highly recommended. They have
two dining options, an all-day restaurant serving excellent Pan Asian Cuisine
and a grill restaurant where fresh seafood is the speciality.

SPECIAL OFFER 1 January – 31 March: 7 nights for the price of 6; 1 April –
31 December: 7 nights for the price of 5.

Angsana Ihuru Resort and Spa Superior

Just 20 minutes from the airport is Ihuru, the most photographed island 
in the Maldives and site of Angsana Resort and Spa. Around the edge of

the island are the 45 thatched villas all of which have sea views and open
directly onto the beach with a private garden at the side. The 20 deluxe villas
also have an open-air jet pool. All meals are included but for an additional
charge you may dine outside your villa where the staff will arrange a barbecue
or you could try a sandbank as the waves lap at your feet. The resort’s main
restaurant has international and Maldivian options, served both buffet style and
á la carte. From the ‘Velaavani Bar’, you can sometimes see turtles and dolphins
in the nearby lagoon as well as enjoy snacks and a wide range of cocktails. The
resort has a good environmental programme, employing a marine biologist
who is on hand for escorted snorkelling safaris and talks.

SPECIAL OFFER: 5 nights for the price of 4, 10 nights for the price of 8,
15 nights for the price of 12, valid for travel 1 May – 30 September.

Angsana Ihuru Resort and Spa

FOR FIRST HAND ADVICE AND TAILOR-MADE QUOTATIONS, PLEASE CALL US ON 020 7593 2287



DEPOSITS & FULL PAYMENT
If you are booking more than eight weeks prior to departure, a deposit will
be required to secure your reservation. The amount of the deposit (a minimum
of £500 per person) will be confirmed at the time of booking. Full payment
is required no later than eight weeks before departure. We accept payment by
debit/credit/charge card or cheque. No fee is chargeable for payment of
deposits by any method, and no fee is chargeable for full payment or
settlement of balance by debit card or cheque. However, if it is more
convenient for you to settle full payment or balance payment by credit or
charge card we charge a fee that contributes towards the costs imposed by the
card companies: Most Mastercard or Visa cards 1%; American Express and
premium or corporate cards 2%.

CANCELLATION CHARGES
Cancellations made more than 84 days prior to departure: deposits forfeited.
84-56 days: 30% of the holiday cost or deposit (whichever is the greater).
55-29 days: 50% of the holiday cost.
28-15 days: 80% of the holiday cost.
Within 14 days of the departure, on the departure date or after the holiday has
commenced: all holiday costs forfeited.
Any client choosing to curtail their holiday will not receive a refund for unused
accommodation, transportation or other services.

Fully Bonded For Your Protection
As a member of ABTA and AITO we conform fully to Government legislation
regarding the protection of clients’ money. Air holidays are protected under our
ATOL license; all other holidays are bonded by ABTA. In addition, in the event
that your holiday is adversely affected by something beyond our control, we
shall always endeavour to advise you in advance and take the appropriate action
to minimise any disruption to your holiday.

Health Advice
Some inoculations are strongly recommended prior to travel to the Indian
Subcontinent and at certain times of the year, malaria tablets should be taken.
Your doctor or the MASTA website, www.masta.org will be able to provide
further information and advice.

Visa and Passport Information 
India's visa application process has long been an arduous, expensive one but we
are delighted to announce that in August 2015, the UK has been added to its e-
visa programme, a move that should simplify the visa application for any visitor
to India. Travellers can now apply for an e-Tourist Visa (or eTV), a process that
is fully online and takes 5-6 working days for approval. The new visa costs $60
(£39) plus a small admin charge, and travellers are able to upload their
documents, pay the fee and track their application process via
https://indianvisaonline.gov.in/visa/tvoa.html. The e-Tourist Visa allows
successful applicants to enter India within a month of the visa issue date and
stay in India for up to one month. Please note, the visa cannot be extended, and
can only be used twice every 12 months. We will give advice and assistance to
all our Kirker clients with this process. For Sri Lanka, a similar visa waiver
process is required for UK citizens and we will be able to process this for you.
For the Maldives, there is a visa upon arrival. For all other nationalities, please
do contact us or check with your local consulate.

We Are Here To Help
If you experience any problems whilst you are abroad that you are unable to
resolve with your hotel, please contact either our local agent, telephone our
London office or use the twenty-four hour emergency number supplied with
your documentation.

Swimming
Swimming along much of India’s coastline can be dangerous because of strong
undercurrents so please take great care. Ensure that you and your children do
not enter the water unaccompanied and always seek local advice. Sea bathing in
Sri Lanka is safe at certain times of the year but it is always best to seek local
advice. The Maldives are safe for sea bathing all year round.

spa hotels
Spas are increasingly popular and a great way to relax and unwind whilst
away on holiday. A number of our recommended hotels offer excellent

Spa facilities – look out for the blue icon displayed by the hotel name.
We recommend that treatments are booked in advance, please ask for details.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

AITO is the Association for independent and specialist holiday
companies. Our member companies, usually owner-managed, strive
to create overseas holidays with high levels of professionalism and a
shared concern for quality and personal service. The Association
encourages the highest standards in all aspects of tour operating.

EXCLUSIVE MEMBERSHIP: AITO sets criteria regarding
ownership, finance and quality which must be satisfied before new
companies are admitted to membership. All members are required to
adhere to a Code of Business Practice which encourages high
operational standards and conduct.

FINANCIAL SECURITY: AITO members are required to
protect money paid by customers to the member for any holiday
sold under the AITO logo and to comply with UK Government
Regulations in this respect. Members submit details of their bonding
and guarantee arrangements to the Association on a regular basis.

ACCURATE BROCHURES and WEBSITES: All members do
their utmost to ensure that all their brochures and other
publications, print or electronic, clearly and accurately describe the
holidays and services offered.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE AND CONTINUAL
IMPROVEMENTS: All members are committed to high standards
of service and believe in regular and thorough training of employees.
Members continually seek to review and improve their holidays.
They listen to their customers and always welcome suggestions for
improving standards.

MONITORING STANDARDS: AITO endeavours to monitor
quality standards regularly. All customers should receive a post-
holiday questionnaire, the results of which are scrutinised by the
Association.

RESPONSIBLE TOURISM: All members acknowledge the
importance of AITO’s Responsible Tourism guidelines, which
recognise the social, economic and environmental responsibilities of
tour operating. Those demonstrating their achievements beyond the
pure acceptance of this principle are recognised by the award of 2 to
5 star status.

CUSTOMER RELATIONS: All members endeavour to deal
swiftly and fairly with any issues their customers may raise. In the
unlikely event that a dispute between an AITO member and a
customer cannot be settled amicably, AITO’s low-cost Independent
Dispute Settlement Service may be called upon by either side to
bring the matter to a speedy and acceptable conclusion.

Kirker Holidays is a member of the
Association of Independent Tour Operators.
To contact the Association visit
www.aito.co.uk or call 020 8744 9280.

the aito quality charter
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CONTACT DETAILS/TRAVEL AGENT’S STAMP

PAYMENT BY DEBIT / CREDIT / CHARGE CARD

No administration fee is chargeable for payments made by debit card.
An administration fee of 1% is chargeable for payments made by most Mastercard and Visa credit cards.
An administration fee of 2% is chargeable for payments made by American Express and premium or
corporate cards.

Name:

Address:

Postcode:

Email:

Please charge £.............. to my card (Debit Card, Mastercard, Visa, Amex)
and charge any balance due to the same card 8 weeks prior to departure.

Expiry Date: Issue number:

Name on Card:

Address:

Postcode:

Signature

Deposit: £500 per person or 15% of the holiday cost, whichever is greater. Deposit may vary
(deposit amounts will be advised at time of booking).

Deposits are due at time of booking.
Full payment is due not later than 12 weeks prior to departure.
Cheques should be made payable to 'Kirker Travel Limited'.

booking form
Kirker Holidays, 4 Waterloo Court, 10 Theed Street, London SE1 8ST
Office hours: 09.00–18.00 (Mon-Fri), 09.00–16.00 (Sat)
Reservations: 020 7593 2287 Fax: 020 7593 1461
Brochure requests: 020 7593 2282 Accounts/administration: 020 7593 2280
india@kirkerholidays.com www.kirkerholidays.com

EXCURSIONS & SPECIAL REQUESTS

Next of Kin Name and Telephone Number NAME:

DAY TEL: NIGHT TEL:

On behalf of all persons on this booking form I have read and agreed the conditions of booking
contained in this brochure.

SIGNATURE DATE:

DETAILS OF ALL PASSENGERS
Title: First Name & Surname: Date of Birth:        /     /

Passport Number: Date of Issue:     /     / Date of Expiry:     /     /

Title: First Name & Surname: Date of Birth:        /     /

Passport Number: Date of Issue:     /     / Date of Expiry:     /     /

Title: First Name & Surname: Date of Birth:        /     /

Passport Number: Date of Issue:     /     / Date of Expiry:     /     /

Title: First Name & Surname: Date of Birth:        /     /

Passport Number: Date of Issue:     /     / Date of Expiry:     /     /

Departure Date:

I N D I A  2 0 1 6 / 1 7

Kirker Booking Reference:

ESSENTIAL INFORMATION AND CONDITIONS OF BOOKING
All bookings are subject to our full booking conditions which
appear on our website www.kirkerholidays.com.  A copy of these
can also be e-mailed or posted to you on request. By asking us to
make your booking, you confirm you have had access to and agree
to the full booking conditions which you should read.
The booking conditions provide for the payment of cancellation charges if you
cancel or fail to make payment when due. They also include limitations and
exclusions of our liability to you. For international travel by air, sea or rail, our
liabilities are limited and excluded as if we were a carrier within the applicable
international convention or EU regulation (for example, the Montreal
Convention, the EC Regulation on Air Carrier Liability and the Athens
Convention). A surcharge may be payable in limited circumstances where
certain costs increase after booking.
Your contract will be with Kirker Travel Limited t/a Kirker Holidays. This
contract comes into existence when we dispatch our confirmation invoice to the
person who makes the booking or your travel agent.
We hold an Air Travel Organiser's Licence issued by the Civil Aviation Authority
(ATOL number 2450). When you buy an ATOL protected air inclusive holiday
or flight* from us, you will receive a confirmation invoice from us (or via our
authorised agent) confirming your arrangements and your protection under
our ATOL.  In the unlikely event of our insolvency the CAA will ensure that you
are not left stranded abroad and will arrange to refund any money you have
paid to us for an advance booking. *The air inclusive holidays and flights we
arrange are ATOL protected providing either the person who pays for the
booking is present in the UK when the booking is made or the first leg of any
flight or flights we arrange for you commences in the UK.

For further information, visit the ATOL website at www.atol.org.uk. 
We are also bonded with ABTA Limited (membership number V6595).This
means that if your holiday does not include flights arranged by us, all monies you
have paid to us for an advance booking will be refunded or if your holiday
includes return travel and is already underway, you will be returned to the UK
in the unlikely event of our being unable to provide your holiday due to our
insolvency.
ABTA members help holidaymakers to get the most from their travel and assist
them when things do not go according to plan. We are obliged to maintain
a high standard of service to you by ABTA’s Code of Conduct.
For further information about ABTA, the Code of Conduct and the arbitration
scheme available to you if you have a complaint (details in our full
booking conditions), contact ABTA at 30 Park Street, London, SE1 9EQ or
see www.abta.com
We are also a member of the Association of Independent Tour Operators
(AITO).
British citizens require a British passport in order to travel to the destinations
we feature. This usually takes approximately 6 weeks to obtain unless you are
over 16 and haven’t held a passport previously in which case you need to allow
at least 6 weeks.
The Foreign and Commonwealth Office publishes regularly updated travel
information on its website www.fco.gov.uk/knowbeforeyougo which you are
recommended to consult before booking and in good time before departure.
In the event of any flight delay or cancellation at your UK or overseas point of
departure, the airline is responsible for providing such assistance as is legally
required by the Denied Boarding Regulations. The ferry, tunnel or rail operator
is similarly responsible in relation to any delayed or cancelled sea crossing or
international rail departure. Except where otherwise stated in our brochure or

on our website, we regret we cannot provide any assistance in such
circumstances other than information and advice to the extent we are in a
position to do so.
Data Protection
For the purposes of the Data Protection Act 1998, Kirker Travel Limited is a
data controller. Please be assured that we have measures in place to protect
personal data held by us. This information will be passed to the relevant
suppliers of your holiday arrangements. The information may also be provided
to public authorities such as customs or immigration if required by them and
to other third parties who need it to enable us to provide your holiday (such as
credit card companies and banks), or as required by law. Certain information
may also be passed on to security or credit checking companies. Other than in
relation to government/public authorities (over whom we have no control),
we will take appropriate steps which are intended to ensure that anyone to
whom we pass your personal data for any reason agrees to keep it secure and
only uses it for the purposes of providing their services. If we cannot pass
personal data to the relevant suppliers or any other third party as applicable,
whether in the EEA or not, we will be unable to fulfil your booking.  In making
your booking, you consent to personal data being passed on to the relevant
suppliers and other third parties. When travelling outside the European
Economic Area, controls on data protection may not be as strong as the legal
requirements in this country. We would also like to store and use your
personal data for future marketing purposes (for example, sending
you a brochure or other marketing material) unless you have told
us that you do not wish us to do so. Full details of our data protection
policy are available on our website and on request.



OUR RANGE OF HOLIDAYS
FOR DISCERNING TRAVELLERS

Kirker Holidays, 4 Waterloo Court, 10 Theed Street, London SE1 8ST
Office hours: 09.00–18.00 (Mon-Fri), 09.00–16.00 (Sat)

Reservations: 020 7593 2288
Brochure requests: 020 7593 2282 • Accounts/administration: 020 7593 2280 • Fax: 020 7593 1461

ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT TOUR OPERATORS – OUTSTANDING SERVICE AWARD 2011, 2012 & 2014

ADVANTAGE INDEPENDENT TRAVEL AGENTS – BEST SPECIALIST TOUR OPERATOR 2012 & 2013
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france
Our French brochure features classic city breaks to
Paris, Nice, Bordeaux, Monaco, Strasbourg, Cannes
and Lyon and tailor-made holidays to Normandy,
Brittany, the Loire Valley, Champagne, Burgundy,
Provence, Languedoc-Rousillon and the idylic
island of Corsica. We feature simple family-run
hotels up to the grandest palaces and châteaux.

Short Breaks
Holidays to 60 classic cities and relaxing rural
locations throughout Europe and beyond. Our
Short Breaks brochure features a range of over 500
selected hotels and we can create any tailor-made
itinerary to two or more destinations. Each Kirker
holiday is created to suit your personal
requirements with travel by air, rail, Orient-Express,
Eurostar or overnight sleeper combined with
private guided tours, opera tickets, museum passes
or a table at a Kirker recommended restaurant.

SOUTHern AFRICA
Our Southern Africa brochure features a range of
short break options and longer tailor-made
itineraries. As well as including the pick of hotels
and guesthouses in outstanding locations such as
the Cape Peninsula and the Garden Route, our
programme includes game reserves, Zulu and Boer
War battlefields, Victoria Falls, Botswana, Zambia
and Mauritius.

SPAIN
Spain offers a great climate and a wonderful
range of music, art and architecture; all perfect
ingredients for a wonderful short break The
Phoenicians, Romans and Moors all left behind
an extraordinary legacy for you to explore.
Experience this wonderful country by asking
one of our experts to suggest a tailor-made
holiday, designed to reflect the diversity of this
truly fascinating destination.

italy
The Kirker Italy brochure features destinations
from The Lakes and Venice in the North, to Sicily
in the South, and from Puglia in the East, to Rome,
the Amalfi Coast, Florence and Lucca in the West.
Our expertise can cater for your every need; we
offer opera and concert tickets, entrance for
festivals, museums and special exhibitions, tailor-
made itineraries combining beautiful Tuscan Villas,
exquisite Ferrogamo city centre hotels with high
speed trains, car hire or the Orient-Express.

CULTURAL TOURS &
MUSIC HOLIDAYS

Our Cultural Tours programme is designed to
appeal to a broad range of clients who enjoy
travelling with like-minded companions and will
be of particular interest to anyone who is curious
about art, architecture, gardens, archaeology or
history. Destinations include Italy, France, Spain,
Portugal and Poland. Our Music Holidays feature
escorted visits to Europe’s leading festivals
including Torre del Lago and Schubertiade, as well
as a selection of our own festivals on land and sea.

FOR DISCERNING TRAVELLERS


